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Reps disqualified for forgetting expense reports
By Jennifer Hinkel
News Editor

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Billy Lawder, Ken Franklin, Jason Hurley, and Stephen Popick anxiously await the
results of last week’s student government elections. This week, some representatives
learned that they would be disqualified for failure to turn in an expense report.

In a decision made at a
Wednesday hearing, five recently
elected undergraduate representatives were disqualified by SGA’s
elections committee.
“This is something we hated
to do, but we were put in a bad
situation,” said committee chair
Mike Denicola.
The reps were disqualified for
failing to turn in campaign expense report forms, or in some
cases, for turning the reports in
after the specified deadline. Several of the representatives claimed
to be unaware of the deadline or
the necessity of turning in a report. Each form read that “this
form should be submitted to the
student government office by
March 27 at 4 p.m.”
According to SGA elections
policy, each participant in an
election must complete an expense report that includes an
itemized list of expenses and receipts from purchases, even when
no money was spent on campaigning.
Failure to turn in a report is
grounds for automatic disquali-

fication; turning in a report late
is a major violation.
When more than a handful
of reports did not make the Tuesday deadline, Denicola called as
many representatives as he could
to remind them of the date. The
committee met and decided to
allow representatives to turn the
forms in one day late without an
automatic disqualification.
“Reasonably speaking, we had
to come up with a deadline,”
said Denicola. “We decided on
a Wednesday evening deadline.”
The decision is not final and
can be appealed to the Undergraduate Judiciary Cabinet
(UJC). “I expect a couple of these
people to appeal,” said Denicola. However, some SGA members feel that the disqualifications
may contradict the elections code.
“Since my name was posted
in the official results outside the
SGA office as a winner, I thought
that, based on Section IV, Paragraph F of the Elections Code,
my victory was not under review and was legitimate,” said
Rusty Johnson, who was elected
as the Chemistry representative.
See Elections, page 2
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Celebration for
campaign’s end
The Georgia Tech Student
Foundation and the Programs
Council for the Student Center
are teaming up on Thursday,
April 19 to celebrate the culmination and success of the $700
million capital campaign.
The celebration is open to all
students and will take place
around the Campanile from
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Live entertainment, free giveaways, and a catered lunch are
just a few of the activities that
are planned.

Move-out date
changed
The Department of Housing announced that students
graduating at the end of this semester or continuing studies over
the summer term will have the
option of checking out from campus housing on the Sunday after
graduation rather than the Saturday of commencement ceremonies.
For more information, visit
http://www.housing.gatech.edu.

April Fool’s housing joke ‘SmartPark’ offers pay-per-entry

By Nasir Barday
News Staff

According to the Department
of Housing, an individual whose
identity was not known at the time
of publication sent a mass April
Fools e-mail at about 8:00 p.m.
on Sunday evening to certain students who had been chosen for
the room selection process for Fall
housing.
The e-mail, forged to appear as
if it came from the department’s
information@housing.gatech.edu
address, informed recipients that
their selection numbers had been

recalculated because a lawsuit had
been filed against Georgia Tech
Auxiliary services.
A correction e-mail sent by the
Department of Housing’s Miles
Edson hours after the April Fool’s
e-mail stated that “The e-mail was
not sent by the Department of
Housing and/or Auxiliary Services and appears to be a very clever
April Fools joke.”
“It appears that freshmen who
went through room selection are
the ones who received this e-mail,”
said Dan Morrison, Associate DiSee Prank, page 7

OIT to discontinue dial-in
By Jennifer LaHatte
Senior News Staff
Dial-up modems will soon be
joining the ranks of the dinosaur
at the end of Summer Semester as
part of an on-going strategic plan
to improve remote access to the
Georgia Tech network by the Office of Information Technology
(OIT).
A number of students and faculty members have recently voiced
their concern about the extinction of the dial- in service currently offered by OIT for those accessing
the network from off-campus.
Although OIT announced the
termination of this service late last
year, these concerns have prompted
OIT to remind the Tech community of this upcoming change.
“The announced phase-out of
the obsolete dial-in modems re-

flects the strategy established prior to the Olympic games to direct
campus remote access customers
to commercial ISP services while
eliminating campus dependence
on the aging technology of dialup modems over a period of time,”
said Gordon Wishon, Associate
Vice President and Associate Vice
Provost of Information Technology.
“I was angry at first when I
heard about the dial-in service being eliminated after this semester,
because I thought we would be
completely cut off from acme off
campus,” said Erik Harper, junior Computer Science major, who
contacted OIT just recently with
his concerns.
“Now, the only real problem I
can see is that off-campus students
See Dial-in, page 7

deal for spaces in State St. Deck
By Mary DeCamp
Senior News Staff
Parking on campus may soon
become easier thanks to a new program developed by the Department
of Parking and Transportation Services.
The pilot program, called SmartPark, is a joint effort between the
Parking office and the Buzz Card
Center that intends to cut down
on parking violations and allow

students more inexpensive parking options.
“SmartPark is basically a ‘debit’
parking program where the user
purchases a fixed number of entrances to the State Street Deck,”
said Rod Weis, Director of Parking and Transportation Services.
The State Street Parking Deck
was recently completed, but it has
not yet opened.
SmartPark works by allowing
the user to purchase a fixed num-

ber of entries into the State Street
Deck. Each time the card is swiped
upon entrance of the deck, $3.50,
one entry, is deducted from the
Buzz Card.
“In addition to the fixed number of entries, the user is also issued
a permit for ‘evening/weekend’ parking that allows them to park in any
open A or B zone from 5 p.m. until
7 a.m.,” said Weis.
See SmartPark, page 4

By Scott King / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

SmartPark will be available once the newly completed State Street Deck opens. Currently, the deck’s
opening is delayed until the completion of a safety review to ensure the parking deck’s structural soundness.
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Undergraduate Election Results
Undergrad Student Body Pres
Chris Kavanaugh
Undergrad Executive V.P.
Nate Watson
Freshman Reprepresentatives
Katie Rhode-Pres.
Caroline Pflueger
Mike Comer
Nadia A. Mahmood
Andrew Padgett
Sophomore Representatives
Carrie E. Anderson-Pres.
Carmen Jackson
Victor Allen
Michael L. Powell
Andrienne J. Hairston
Junior Representatives
Tiffany Massey-Pres.
Lindsey T. Mazza
Camille Y. Allen
Dusty Riddle
Jeremy Collins
Senior Representatives
R. Jason Fowler-Pres.
Craig Tommasello
John Englehardt
Fall CO-OP
Clair Conner
Matthew Davis
AE
Brian W. George
Architecture
Dan Moore
Biology
Brad Bolton
Chemistry
Rusty Johnson
ChemE
Lance Hollner

CE
Michael O’Rourke
CS
Danielle Dees
Bryan Billings
Trent Roche
EAS
Brandon Lenfest
Econ
Stephen Popick
ECE
Eric Woods
Andrew Morris
Eric Clopper
Brad Brady
Bill Asher III
HTS
Kristen Parker
INTA
Andrew Hamilton
IE
Carolina Andrade
Ian Carr
Sunny Singh
Management
Jim Paisley
Andrew S. Keen
Allen Coye
Math
Anthony Ritz
ME
Josh Alexander
Mark Randolph
Michael Corcos
Physics
R. Scott Fletcher
Psychology
Dae (Daniel) Kim
Public Policy
Chris Webb

Election

from page 1

“However,” said Johnson, “I received
notification Tuesday to the contrary, which goes against that portion of the elections code.”
Section IV, paragraph F states
that “The results of elections not
under review will be posted in the
SGA office within 72 hours of the
end of voting,” indicating that only
finalized election results would be
posted at that time.
Nate Watson, Undergraduate
Executive Vice President-elect, plans
to thouroughly investigate the proceedings that led up to the disqualifications.
“As Executive Vice President, part
of my duty is to defend the integrity
of the Undergraduate House of Representatives. That also includes ensuring, to the extent of my ability,
that the wishes of the voting public
are honored,” said Watson.
“While I don’t know the details
of this situation at this time, I will
do my best to ensure that within the
extent of my constitutional duty
that the integrity of those elected is
preserved.”
Watson also understood that
under section IV, paragraph F, “when
they posted the winners in the window of the SGA office, that these
people were in without violation.”
Johnson, who delivered his form
to Denicola’s apartment on Wednesday evening when Johnson could
not find the committee chair at the
SGA office, plans to appeal the disqualification. Because his form was
not turned into the SGA office, the
committee considered it turned in

the following day, therefore missing the extended Wednesday deadline. Representative Adrienne
Hairston, who turned her form in
to Denicola Wednesday evening at
the SGA office, was not disqualified. Instead, she received notice of
a major campaign violation.
“I am going to appeal this to
UJC,” said Johnson. “I feel this contradicts the will of my fellow Chemistry majors who elected me to office.”
“It’s my hope that this will be

“To make sure
elections are fair,
these things have to
be done.”
Mike Denicola
Elections Committee Chair
resolved without any further challenges, and that the representatives
that are duly elected will have the
opportunity to serve those who elected them instead of having a committee decide who will serve the
students,” said Watson.
“I think these representatives have
an extremely strong case if they decide to appeal to the UJC. It is my
hope that they will appeal and defend the right of the students to
choose who will represent them. I’m
concerned that if we focus on things
like this, we’ll lose track of what
we’re supposed to be doing, which
is fighting for students,” Watson
said.
Along with Johnson, four other
representatives were disqualified from

office. Freshman representative Mike
Comer, EAS representative Brandon Lenfest, and Psych representative Dae Kim were also disqualified.
Several of the reps, including
Johnson, spent no money on the
campaign.
“The information was there,” said
Denicola, who remembered that the
date was announced at mandatory
information sessions as well as printed
on the form.
“Further,” said Johnson, “there
should have been written documentation stating the specific nature of
my infraction, under Section IX,
Paragraph E, the only part of the
code concerning procedure for documenting violations. To the best of
my knowledge, there was none.”
“Any student of Georgia Tech
may submit an election violation
charge against any candidate by submitting the charge in writing at the
Student Government Association
office,” reads Section IX, Paragraph
E.
Denicola stated that the election committee is exempted from
submitting an election violation
charge, although this exemption does
not appear in the election code.“We
didn’t have to turn something in,”
said Denicola.
“The Committee recognizes that
Mr. Johnson has given dedicated
service to the SGA in the past, however, proper enforcement of the rules
and regulations governing these elections must take priority,” read the
elections committee’s majority opinion from the hearing.
“In order to make sure elections
are fair, these kind of things have to
be done,” Denicola said.

A Nasir’s Roomate’s Contribution: “If Bubbles from the Power Puff Girls wasn’t a cartoon and a kindergartener, I’d marry her on the spot.”
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News briefs
Tech places fifth in graduate school rankings
Tech’s College of Engineering maintained its national stature in the
college rankings released March 30, placing fifth in graduate school
rankings from U.S. News & World Report.
Seven of the eleven programs within Engineering also ranked in the
top ten, with Industrial and Systems Engineering ranked number one
for the eleventh year in a row. Among the highly competitive business
schools rankings, Tech’s DuPree College of Management ranked 35th
overall.
Other notable rankings were the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
at fourth in Information and Technology Management, and the College of Sciences at tenth in Industrial/Organizational Psychology.
"Our consistent performance in these rankings over the last five
years is notable and very satisfying," said President Clough.
"Every year, the rankings change and schools move up or down, in
some cases drastically. That hasn’t been the case with our programs.”
“We’ve consistently scored highly in the areas in which we offer
programs, and it speaks very highly of our students, faculty and staff.
We’ve scored well in our traditional strength of engineering, but we
also show considerable promise in emerging fields like biotechnology
and information management, along with a top 10 ranking in industrial/organizational psychology,” said Clough.
“That’s an indication of the increasingly well-rounded Institute that
we are becoming."
Overall, the College of Engineering remained a member of the elite
top five, behind MIT, Stanford, Cal-Berkeley, and Michigan.
Individual schools within the College of Engineering ranked as
follows: Aerospace moved up to third, Biomedical moved up one to
sixth, Civil remained at sixth, Electrical and Computer dropped one to
seventh, and Mechanical remained at sixth.
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Council Clippings Undergraduate House of Representatives

Alum visits, memorial service announced
By Mary DeCamp
Senior News Staff
The Undergraduate House of
Representatives was visited by a recent alumni at the April 3 meeting.
Greg Foster, Student Government President in the 1994-95 school
year, came by to speak to the reps.
He discussed his time at Tech
and some of the memories that he
has from SGA meetings. According
to Foster, one can never take his or
her work too seriously.
Foster also said that everyone
should know and understand the
way that business works, and, most
importantly, always be ready to help
other people.
Dean Stephanie Ray and Chris
Young made some announcements
about upcoming events.
On Wednesday, April 11 at 7:00
p.m., the Diversity Forum will be
holding a Town Hall meeting in

the Student Success Center's Clary
Theater entitled "When Your Money
and Student Fees Collide."
On Wednesday, April 18 Tech
will hold a memorial service entitled "When the Whistle Blows."
This ceremony, the first of its kind
to be held at Tech, will honor the

Greg Foster, Student
Government President
in 1994-1995, came
by to speak to the
reps.
memories of those in the Georgia
Tech community who have passed
away since the beginning of last summer. The ceremony will be held on
the lawn in front of the Tech tower.
In the future, a memorial service

such as this one will be held once
each semester.
A representative from the Georgia Tech Health and Fitness Challenge briefly discussed this year's
upcoming Challenge. It will be held
on Thursday, April 12 from 11:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on the turf fields
by SAC. There will be several exercise activities throughout the day.
Due to strain on the SGA budget, representatives “struggled with
some of the bills,” said representative Dusty Riddle. The UHR representatives discussed a bill for the
Men’s Lacrosse Team thouroughly. Other bills passed with less discussion, such as a bill requesting
entry fees and transportation for the
Men’s Volleyball Club to nationals.
A constitutional amendment also
passed that will tighten the attendance policy for UHR representatives.

Executive SGA positions accepting applications
Applications for Executive positions within SGA are available this
week and are due April 13th at 4:00 pm in the SGA office. Available
positons include:
VP of Administrative Affairs
VP of Finance
Executive Assistant to the President VP of Campus Affairs
Special Assistant to the President
Freshman Cabinet Coordinator
13 Committee Chairs
Please contact Chris Kavanaughwith any questions by e-mail at
chris.kavanaugh@sga.gatech.edu or by phone at 404-202-0249.

To publish briefs, please send information via email to the news desk at news@technique.gatech.edu

By Rob Hill / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Representative Aubrey Smith muses over UHR proceedings during Tuesday’s meeting. Highlights of the April
3 meeting included an appearance by alumni guest speaker Greg Foster, a past Student Body President.

there are cracks in the new deck. this is a problem.
we should do something

Chris is a bad refugee daddy. Jody’s refugee family feels much more love. Have you hugged your refugee today?
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Childress shares GSS plans
By Jennifer Hinkel
News Editor
Trey Childress, elected last week
as Graduate Student Body President, has several goals for his upcoming term in office.
“Now that the elections are over,
I am eager to get started,” said Childress.
One of his immediate goals is to
make the “extra efforts to hear and
consider the opinions of students
that cast their vote for my opponent,” he said.
This summer, Childress will focus on developing ties with each
school and department.
“In the immediate future, I will
be seeking the assistance of volunteers to represent student interests
on a variety of Institute-wide committees,” he said. This opportunity
is open to all graduate students.
“I encourage all graduate stu-

dents with suggestions, concerns,
or questions to contact me or visit
the SGA office anytime,” said Childress.
Childress’ first priority in the
next year will be to ensure that graduate health insurance benefits stay
on the Institute's agenda in its dealings with the Board of Regents.
“While this issue is complex and
expensive, our needs as graduate students can be filled in thefuture. The
health and well-being of our graduate students, who so diligently serve
this Institute, should remain a top
priority,” said Childress.
Childress also has plans for “the
better ment of [GSS] ‘business practices,” such as a review of Joint Finance Committee guidelines.
“Once these guidelines are reviewed and appropriately amended, students can expect a fairer process
See Childress, page 6

SmartPark
The implementation of SmartPark will not force any changes in
the current parking situation on campus. The program was created as a
way to use new and current facilities.
The parking lots that are currently open to everyone during evenings and weekends, such as the
Student Center parking deck, will
remain open during those hours
and will not be affected by this program.
Due to limited parking spaces
on campus, visitor lots often fill up
too quickly, according to Weis. He
cited this problem as part of the
reasoning behind the creation of
SmartPark.
“The problem with the visitor
lots always being full sparked discussion about how to entice some
of the commuter students using the
visitor lot to park a bit farther from
central campus by giving them a

from page 1

substantial discount over the all day
visitor rate,” said Weis.
If students participate in the
SmartPark program, it could save

“I hope [SmartPark]
will increase
compliance with the
regulations and make
it easier... to find a
space. ”
Rod Weis
Director of Parking

those who have often parked illegally sizeable amounts in tickets and
fines. Also, the SmartPark program
offers the use of parking facilities at
night at a significantly lower price

We can do it at Jody’s dad’s restaurant. We can probably do it cheap, too, he says. Chris has such a dirty, dirty mind.

than that of an evening/weekend
parking pass.
According to Weis, SmartPark
is another example of Parking’s efforts to make parking a more pleasant and less stressful experience. The
department hopes that SmartPark
will assist in making campus parking less frustrating and more userfriendly.
“I hope it will increase compliance with the regulations and make
it easier for our permit holders to
find a space by reducing violators.
Our primary objective is to continue to improve our services,” said
Weis.
The Parking office will begin selling SmartPark passes when the State
Street Deck officially opens, which
should be in the near future.
Those who are interested in learning more about Parking’s new SmartPark program should send inquiries
to info.parking@parking.gatech.edu
to obtain more information, and a
Parking staff member will respond.

NEWS
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Newly elected SGA leaders present goals for term in office
Undergrad Student Body
President
Chris Kavannaugh

Undergrad Student Body
Executive Vice President
Nate Watson

By Chris Baucom
Editor-in-Chierf

By Tony Kluemper
Assistant News Editor

Chris Kavanaugh, currently J.R. Spriggle’s
Executive Assistant, was recently elected president of the undergraduate student body. Kavanaugh
has expressed a commitment to providing strong
leadership for SGA while fulfilling the items on
his platform, advocating for student concerns,
and fostering communication with the student
body.
“I look to accomplish half my platform, or at
least have that in line, before school ends, and
then I’ll have three planks of the platform remaining,” Kavanaugh said. The three campaign goals
he plans to achieve—or at least set into motion—
before the end of this school year include Students Full Win, off-campus BuzzCard acceptance,
and improved course surveys.
“Focusing on the Students Full Win recently,
it looks like the bookstore is now falling into
place.” Kavanaugh has served on the Bookstore
Reallocation Committee and one of his ideas for
the space is a restaurant with a pub-type atmosphere. He also expressed an interest in helping
make Under the Couch more accesable to all
students, in part by adding a deck to the outside.
Next fall, Kavanaugh wants to complete the
remaining items on his platform which include a
marked, lighted jogging course, more meal plan
options, and a split exam week.
With respect to the lack of communication
that many students perceive as a problem, Kavanaugh said he wants to “Not make it smaller,
not trim it down, but eliminate the lack of communication between the student body and SGA.”
In order to facilitate stronger relations with his
consituents, Kavanaugh plans to regularly visit

After serving as the Academic Affairs committee chairman over the past year, newly elected
SGA Executive Vice President Nate Watson is
looking forward to improving not only SGA but
all of campus in the upcoming year.
According to Watson, the primary goal of his
year in office will be to increase the overall effectiveness of the Undergraduate House and SGA as
a whole. “My primary goal is to back SGA the best
it can be in terms of representing and serving the
student body,” said Watson.
“Underneath that, there are the things that I
ran on my campaign platform. I think student
space, space for student organizations, space for
the chorus and the music department in general
are going to be things I work very hard to achieve.”
Furthermore, Watson feels that his position
will allow him to implement changes with a broad
impact on the entire campus by working with
several organizations.
“Next year I would like to ensure that we keep
all of the representatives that the students have
elected and help them to continue to work towards their goals as representatives and not get
burned out,” said Watson.
In addition, Watson would like to expand the
reach of the student government beyond campus,
touching issues such as the new under 21 Buckhead ordinance that directly affects students.
“I would like to see SGA become a very, very
dynamic organization that respectfully and efficiently represents the students in matters not only
at Georgia Tech but also at the city and state
levels, because there are so many of those issues
that affect the Georgia Tech student,” said Waston.

See Kavanaugh, page 6

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Chris Kavanaugh, Undergraduate Student Body President-elect, and Nate Watson,
who won his campaign for Undergraduate Executive Vice President, shake hands
outside of the SGA office after discovering their election victories last Wednesday.

See Watson, page 6

This issue of the Technique was brought to you by the usual suspects. The fries were brought to you by Josey H. Also the Frosty. One sliver box was brought by Nasir’s roomate.
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student organizations much like he
did on the campaign trail.
Although student concerns and
campus issues are likely to change
over time, Kavanaugh expressed a
commitment to upholding his campaign promises while adapting to
Tech’s changing needs.
“Priorities change, but I’m not
going to lose sight of the things for
which the student body elected me,”
Kavanaugh said.

NEWS

Childress

from page 4

and faster process. Senators and representatives will be less likely to spend
time in meetings debating the fairness and consistency of the funding
guidelines,” said Childress.
“Ultimately, my goals as Graduate Student Government President
are intended to serve the needs and
interests of graduate students. This
includes minimizing any proposed
increases in fees,” said Childress.
“Increases in fees should be rare and

sufficiently justified.”
Childress is looking forward to
the coming year, working to serve
the graduate student constituency
and work with senators and representatives.
He encourages students to voice
their concerns and interests to SGA.
“I will make every effort to represent these interests and take appropriate action,” said Childress.
“I am fortunate and honored to
have the opportunity to serve as
Graduate Student Government President next year,” he said.

Watson

from page 5

At the same time, Watson would
like to see some changes on campus. “I think that working together
with clearer lines of communication and understanding the goals
and objectives of both the organizations is something very important,”
said Watson, speaking of SGA and
the Student Center Programs Board.
“SGA funds the Student Center
Programs Board with $94,000 a year
currently, so I think when we are

Guess who cleaned the coffee machine? Not Jody for once. What a suprise!

talking about that kind of money it
is imperative that we work together
more than we have in the past.”
Although Watson has many goals
as Vice President, he does realize
that it will take the entire UHR to
make a real change on campus. “It
basically involves setting a tone, setting a tone of action, accountability, and hard work, because everything
Chris [Kavanaugh] and I have talked
about in our campaign is going to
require a lot of work, and we’re not
going to be able to do it by ourselves,” said Watson.

NEWS

Prank

from page 1

rector of Housing.
“We were not that worried about
who got it, so we sent a correction
to everybody,” added Morrison, explaining why those who had not
received the April Fools e-mail might
have received the correction message from the Housing Department.
Evidence that the e-mail was an
April Fool’s prank might have included the fact that the message had
been sent on a Sunday evening, a
seemingly uncommon time for official business to be conducted. But
according to Morrison, this is not
necessarily true.
“When we do send out large volume e-mails, we tend to do it on off
peak hours because it is something
that can drain the system,” said
Morrison, “it would not be uncommon for us to have potentially sent
out an e-mail at that time.”
According to Morrison, Housing is not aware of the identity of
the perpetrator.
“We have isolated the IP address
from which the message was sent,”
said Morrison, “whether or not that
message originated from that machine or got sent through that machine from a different way is what is
being investigated.”
“It was traced to an academic
building, not to a student,” continued Morrison, indicating the inconclusiveness of the investigation
in finding the individual who sent
the e-mail.
“It’s not really about catching
somebody as much as it is about
making sure that our own systems
weren’t compromised. That’s our
biggest worry.”
According to Greg Hale, an in-

formation security specialist at the
Office of Information Technology
(OIT), the perpetrator sent the slew
of e-mails from a computer placed
at a podium in a classroom on campus.
“Someone somehow got into one
of the classrooms and sent it out
from there,” said Hale, “those systems are normally locked, but we
rely on physical security to control

“I think that we should
not be surprised that
Tech students think of
creative ways to do
those kinds of things.”
Greg Hale
OIT Security Specialist

access to those systems. The problem we’ve got is that with systems
that are provided in lecture halls
like that, if we provide some sort of
temporarily assigned passwords to
visiting lecturers, they sometimes
can’t use the password to access the
system,” said Hale.
He continued to explain that the
task of defining the priority of ease
of use for educational purposes over
security is difficult. “Trying to balance the two [priorities] is a challenge,” said Hale.
“I think that we should not be
surprised that Georgia Tech students think of very creative ways to
do those kinds of things,” said Morrison, adding that Housing does not
intend to pursue the individual who

distributed the forged e-mail, “it’s
not something that we’re dwelling
on.”
“What did concern us was we
got about 150 e-mail responses, all
of them... very well written in the
heat of the moment. That’s a problem, and I think that all of us need
to remember that e-mail correspondence is no different than face-toface correspondence,” said Morrison.
Morrison re-iterated that an
employee of the Department of
Housing reads mail sent to
information@housing.gatech.edu.
The April Fools e-mail also raised
concerns surrounding the fact that
the entire list of housing selection
numbers is available on-line.
“When we restarted the lottery
we made it very public because it
keeps everybody honest. If you know
that somebody is below you on the
waiting list and they got a space
before you, you should have a right
to ask ‘why’?” explained Morrison.
Another reason the information
is publicly available is “because so
much of the room selection decisions are based on where their friends
ended up,” continued Morrison. He
added that there might exist methods of providing these benefits without allowing for compromising
situations like the April fool’s email, “But [the list of selection numbers] is public information and
[finding a selection number] would
be no different than doing an inquiry to get somebody’s public email address.”
According to Morrison, the abuse
of such public information was wasteful. “Certainly, it caused a lot of
people anxiety, and it caused our
staff a lot of extra work,” said Morrison.
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Dial-in
without an ISP will be at a definite
loss,” said Harper.
According to OIT, demand for
dial-in services has decreased to an
estimated 100 users because many
dial-up modems no longer support
the high quality, high-speed access
that the Tech community demands.
Dial-in access is just one of the options for remote service, the other
being ISP service through Campus-

“We firmly believe
that this service will
provide far more
quality to the campus
community.”
John Mullin
Executive Director of OIT

CWIX.
“We are focusing on the future,”
said John Mullin, Executive Director of OIT.
“Today’s faculty, students, and
staff are heavy consumers of the Internet, and we’re looking forward
to two new services rolling out that
will be much more useful.”
OIT had originally planned to
eliminate dial-in service at the end
of Spring Semester, but adjusted
their time frame after considering
recent concerns and the possibility
of problems that some users will
face during the phase-out process.
Also as part of this plan, OIT is
working with the Student Government Association to establish a Webbased email system, similar to

from page 1

Hotmail, for prism accounts that
will be accessible from any browser.
“We plan to have this in production by the beginning of fall semester,” said Mullin.
“For those needing Unix shell
connectivity to campus for example, prism login, we recommend
SSH (secure shell). Windows clients (SecureCRT) are currently available from and supported by OIT,”
said Mullin.
“I co-op in Texas so I usually
just have my Tech mail forwarded
to another address on the Web,”
said Wendy Stone, sophomore Management major.
“I think having a Web-based
email system is a good idea because
it will get there faster, and it’s easier
for people who live off campus also,”
said Stone.
Another way OIT is looking to
better their services to off campus
users is by providing a virtual private network (VPN) activated by
the installation of a Check Point
secure remote client. This will allow the remote access user to have
the same access to campus resources as the on campus user.
“Our vision is to enable students,
faculty and staff to avail themselves
of the best possible connectivity that
is available from whatever location
they choose,” said Mullin. “This
varies widely by location and may
include DSL, cable modems, or dialup access through any commercial
service.”
“We firmly believe that this service will provide far more quality to
the campus community than can
ever be provided by a local dial-up
modem pool,” said Mullin.

Hey everyone, I didn’t receive your votes for cutest editor yet. Please send them to Christina ASAP. Thanks a million. You know I love ya!
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OUR VIEWS Consensus Opinion

GT SMART lacks smarts
GT SMART seems to be spending too much of its grant on
full page colored ads and personnel instead of directly addressing the problem of binge drinking. The leadership of the
group needs to focus on taking action, not simply preparing
maps of drinking hot spots and new ads. Right now, students
perceive the GT SMART campaign as wasteful and ineffective. Why? Is it because they do not recognize a drinking
problem on campus, or because they do not believe GT
SMART is taking the right steps to address it? That is the
question GT SMART must first answer before it can be truly
effective.
They have a tough task in front of them; they need to set
realistic goals and take steps to achieve them. In some way,
binge drinking affects everyone and so the actions, or inactions, of GT SMART should be a concern to all members of
the Tech community.

Editorial Board:

Quote of the week:

Chris Baucom, Editor-in-Chief

“In the End, we will remember not the words
of our enemies, but the silence of our friends.”
– Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929-1968)

Jennifer Hinkel, News Editor
Jennifer Dykes, Opinions Editor
Becca Cutri-Kohart, Campus Life Editor
Sarah Graybeal, Entertainment Editor
Matt Bryan, Sports Editor
Daniel Uhlig, Photography Editor
Christina Freyman, Advertising Manager
Matt Flagg, Online Editor
Jody Shaw, Managing Editor

Housing makes good move
The small change housing has made concerning postponing move outs and room changing to overlap on the Sunday
after finals will really help students. The new clarification
better reflects what students did all along; it’s good to see
housing respond to what students want.

YOUR VIEWS Letters to the Editor

SGA advice and lessons GSS shows lack of respect for undergrads
Congratulations to incoming SGA officers and representatives. The recent election and experiences over the past year
serve as a reminder of a few key points:
- Trey, as GSS president, do not veto things by flipping a coin.
- Go to all the meetings you are supposed to.
- Find out what your constituents want and work towards
those goals.
- Potential candidates for next year’s election, take note: a
well-run campaign can and will win you an office. Of
course, the cow helped too.
Consensus editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Editorial
Board, but not necessarily the opinions of individual editors.

I would have to agree with the
Graduate Executive’s response to
Melissa Matassa’s charge that the
Graduate Student Government is
inefficient. They are very efficient.
They are so efficient that they rarely
extend their one-hour meeting time
to consider bills of importance.
They are not to be faulted for
their efficiency, but they should be
faulted for their tradition, as a legislative body, for being divisive, inconsiderate and out of touch with
the needs of the campus
Graduate President Grant Jenman’s own divisiveness was evidenced

when he threatened to “veto” the
Women’s Awareness Month bill and
railroading his fellow graduate students into almost unanimously failing
it. If Mr. Jenman was so concerned
with obeying Robert’s Rules of Order, he would have raised his hand
and waited to be recognized before
spouting his disdain for the WAM
bill during the March 13th Graduate Student Senate meeting.
Additionally, Ms. Matassa’s bill
was “in order,” and not special consideration, as Grant’s letter to the
editor last week suggests. No motion was taken in that meeting to

waive the bylaws. No group was
inconvenienced, as a result of GSS’s
consideration of the WAM bill, with
the possible exception of the representatives from Women’s Awareness Month. WAM sent
representatives to every meeting for
weeks on end, as they patiently waited
for their bill’s consideration. Melissa Matassa’s letter a couple weeks
ago was not “sour grapes,” as the
Graduate Exec intimates, but instead a protest of the lack of respect
shown to undergraduate students
See GSS, page 10

Atlanta: an American city
with true sense of charm
I’d like to address Jennifer
Hinkel’s article about Atlanta not
being up to par with London as a
“world class metropolis.” First, the
comparison of Atlanta to London is
not only unfair and absolutely ridiculous, but also shows that she
obviously hasn’t been to any other
major city outside these two, nor
has she weighed the cons of living in
a crowded, expensive city like London for more than one weekend. I
mean, does she even know what a
concrete jungle is?
Had she visited a city called New
York, which is clearly a more comparable city to London in the socalled “cultural sense,” she would
maybe have the sense to know a)
that Atlanta is clearly not a “concrete jungle” and b) one should not
expect to find the same variety of
European tourist attractions and
eateries in the U.S. Of course you
will find plays like The Complete

Works of Shakespeare, Abridged in
London, but many Broadway plays
like Phantom, and Les Miserables
can be found playing right here in
Atlanta. There are theaters like the
Alliance Theater and Symphony Hall
to name a few.
As for dining, you can find many
fine restaurants staffed with European trained chefs in Atlanta and
I’ve found all kinds of restaurants
offering authentic foods from New
York style pizza at Ray’s to fine French
cuisine at 103 West. Farmer’s Market in DeKalb has a wide assortment of foods from ALL cultures.
As for music, Atlanta is the home
of LaFace and SoSo Def Records, as
well as many well-known entertainers
like Elton John or Outkast.
There are other concert venues
besides the Fox like the Tabernacle,
the Cotton Club, the Roxy, Chastain
See Atlanta, page 10

By Matt Norris / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
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Follow MIT example and put all course material online
MIT OpenCourse Ware could be an expensive, easy to use, up-to-date textbook that makes
accurate information available for anyone who wishes to use it regardless of student status
MIT recently announced plans
to put all course materials for their
entire curriculum online, complete
with lecture notes, course outlines,
reading lists, and assignments. The
project, called MIT OpenCourseWare, would allow anyone
with a net connection to learn the
same material as MIT students for
free without course credit. Should
Georgia Tech follow their example
and launch a similar project? It’s a
great idea and that we should definitely consider doing something like
this. However, some people would
be bothered by the de-privatization
of our precious education here at
Tech. Launching this type of project
has quite a few implications.
You’re probably thinking: “So
what? Practically all of my classes
have a Web site with course notes
and assignments already! This is
nothing new.” Having a standard
format for every class Web site and
enforcing the creation and maintenance of class sites for those courses
that currently do not offer materials online would surely be a giant
step forward. Students would quickly
benefit from having the ability to
see current and future course activity. Currently, a class that has a great
Web site appears to simply have an
added value that most other courses
do not offer. Students should expect to have this type and amount
of information available online, not
just hope for it.
Of course, offering this amount
of course material online would affect far more people than the paying students who are actually

“Students should expect to have
this type and amount of
information available online, not
just hope for it.”
Matt Flagg
Online Editor
enrolled. Suddenly those that can’t
afford to go to Tech, couldn’t get
accepted, or simply only care for a
very specific topic can learn course
material in a format that is extremely similar to actually attending. Think
about it. The class syllabus is there,
so the topics at hand are available.
The assignments are there, so an
equal challenge is placed on the ’Net
student, and the lecture notes are
up for grabs, so the class structure
and style is also out in the open.
Having the entire curriculum for
Tech packaged up in a standard kit
available for free is quite a sweet
deal for the wanna-be Tech student. Georgia Tech would be highly commended for providing such a
civil service and improving the state
of higher education.
Could providing a resource of
this scope and value be perceived in
a negative light? But, of course. People could consider this project to be
a detriment to the value of their
education. Those that consider access to Georgia Tech course material to be a privilege could find this
project to be a blow to all the hard
work they put in to get accepted at
Georgia Tech. This point of view is

ridiculous. Most, if not all, Georgia
Tech course material is widely available in textbooks. Sure, textbooks
cost money, but libraries do exist.
The only angle of this view that I
could see people legitimately complaining about is the idea that course
material is put together selectively
to reflect the ambitions and style of
the professor and that this is the
added value that Georgia Tech students get beyond reading the textbook. But, anyone who is willing to
put forth the effort to learn a topic
in depth is most likely willing enough
to go the distance and read the textbook.
Often, course material is so new
that a textbook covering the material isn’t available during the time
of the course. In this case, similar
courses at different schools could
thrive off the availability of this new
content. This would be a key benefit to those who don’t have the time
or desire to read the academic journals that contain exciting new research results. If a piece of knowledge
is important enough to include in a
college course, but is only available
in the journals, students and retired
students could use this situation as

an excellent opportunity to stay up
to date in the subject matter of a
particular course. They wouldn’t
have to wait for new versions of
textbooks to be released.
Offering something like MIT’s
OpenCourseWare for Georgia Tech
students would certainly put a strain
on Georgia Tech staff. According
to the New York Times, the project
would cost MIT $100 million. The
construction of this project involves
developing the software and services needed to produce a standard
course Web site. Hopefully, Georgia Tech could ride on the coattails
of MIT and simply purchase the
OpenCourseWare package from
MIT after it has been developed,
tested, and optimized. But even after Georgia Tech has deployed this
service, an extra burden would surely
be placed on the professors. The
maintenance of such a site could be
quite a time-consuming task. Plus,
it would require professors to structure the entire course before the
beginning of its term. This could be
a tremendous advantage to students!
I’ve been disappointed too many
times from the lack of structure and
outlook that some professors have.
Planning out a course should already be a strong expectation of every professor.
MIT has a great idea in the works.
If it turns out to be a wild success
and Georgia Tech still hasn’t considered launching a similar program
after the next 5 years, then Georgia
Tech could really fall behind in being a true leader in technology education.

Don’t read this; no one will remember it in a year anyway
On Home
I stepped on to campus riding
the high that we call “senior year in
high school.” I was still basking in
the glow of the summer Olympics.
Georgia Tech was never to be “home”
for me. I had a home. The people
there were to be my eternal friends,
and I was to return back in four
years with a valuable degree from
this old trade school. Boy, do things
change.
On Winning
If you are like me, you came to
Georgia Tech a winner. Honestly,
anyone enrolled has probably been
pretty lucky, and pretty good to
back that up. I fully intended to win
here, as if a diploma was not a degree, but rather God patting me on
the back to say (in the parlance of
the South) “You done good, boy.”
Georgia Tech has not been the game
I expected. There is not one path to
success, but many. Along the way, I
expected to be challenged, but to
rise to the top. I would win power,
prestige, admiration of my peers,
reluctant acceptance by the faculty,
and above all, I would make a difference. If you have made a difference, then you have won.
Strangely, no landmark along the
way told me that I had made a difference. Five years here, and there is
no building named after me, no
green space cleverly called “the Carter
Green,” no leadership seminar entitled “Carter Green: the road to
success.” Surely, I have failed. Per-

“Though we see different names
on the diplomas, the same body
of students marches through
Tech’s doors year after year.”
Carter Green
Assistant Photography Editor
haps the attitude I came in with was
destined for failure.
On Friendship
Yes, as the parents predicted, the
friends here are probably the best of
our lives. What they do not say is
that the reason they will be your be
friends is because they have seen
you make mistakes. They have shared
your teen angst (which I petition
should now be called “twenties”
angst). These friends have seen the
tortured, very worst side of you,
and have gazed into your eyes on
some occasions with affection, and
on other occasions with disgust.
Nonetheless, they stick by. And a
thousand years from now all those
things will still be true for this time
in my life.
On Faith
I grew up a minister’s son. It’s
something most people don’t know
about me. I’ve seen all the extremes
of faith since I’ve been at Tech. My
friends range from never having believed in anything, to having believed as a child but no longer, to

holding onto their faith but not attending a church, to the few that are
able to sustain regular church attendance during college. It’s funny,
college is probably a time when
church attendance would really help
with stress and perspective, and at
the same time it’s a time when we
tend to lose track of our roots. If
there is anything I regret at Georgia
Tech, it’s losing track of who I was
when I came here. Sometimes church
is a good place to find that again.
On Making a Difference
I once heard Georgia Tech described as an ocean. The waves beat
down the students. The bold venture out into the deep often swamped
or overwhelmed by the strength of
the water. The slackers lay behind
on the beach, basking in the rays.
And our student leaders are often
ordered to make a difference to this
ocean. Can you fathom that? The
whole philosophy is flawed. Don’t
change Georgia Tech, friends. Spend
time on your relationships. Serve
Georgia Tech’s proud traditions. If
you see something that you can do

that might make life here more fun,
give it a shot. It is definitely worth a
shot. But changing Tech implies
there is something inherently wrong
here. There isn’t. It’s a fine school.
So don’t think like an engineer. Don’t
try to fix everything. Just soak it all
in.
On Student Amnesia
My hypothesis is that though we
see different names on the diplomas, the same body of students
marches through Tech’s doors year
after year, regurgitating and recycling the same old same old. It runs
in cycles: “Parking is heinous. There
is no enforcement!” Pomp and Circumstance plays in the background.
“Parking is terrible! They enforce
all the time!” Yes, the old fogies may
object, complaining of déjà vu, but
soon they are rushed out the door,
and the young bright frosh are here
to storm the same old hill, and battle the same old battles. Know your
history before you strike up a battle
cry. In 29 days, pomp and circumstance will play, and this battle cry
itself will be ushered across the stage.
On Getting the Most
The most lasting advice I can
muster: Care about Tech. Have a
plan. Change the plan. Eschew secrecy. Lose sometimes. Empower
yourself. Get work experience. Study
abroad. No matter what you face,
take a deep breath and look on the
bright side. Finally, have fun, because it is over before you know it.
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Tech chorus sounds excellent
despite hardships encountered
I would like to publicly commend the Georgia Tech chorus
members who sang Carmina Burana with the Atlanta Ballet and
Symphony during the month of
March for their outstanding precision, sound, and overall performance.
Having seen Carmina Burana performed by the ballet and
other choruses in previous performances, I was dubious about
how a chorus from a University
without a music department
would be able to carry off such a
complex piece in a theater without great acoustics. I was very,
very pleased to be proven wrong!
I understand from talking to
a student in the audience that
most of the singers join the Tech
chorus as volunteers, earn little

Atlanta

from page 9

Park, Lakewood, Variety Playhouse
etc.
Atlanta’s museums include Fernbank, Atlanta History Center, the
Carlos museum at Emory. For a
cultural fix, try sweet Auburn, the
MLK site, not to mention the At-

Great April
Fools’ issue

from page 8

who come before the Graduate Senate.
Furthermore, Institutions of
Higher Learning such as Georgia
Tech should be places where students are exposed to unique ideas
and encouraged to engage in debate. WAM’s keynote speaker, Judy
Chicago, is in line with the mission
of such institutions. While she is
considered to be controversial, her
ideas are titillating and demand discussion.
If we at Georgia Tech are ever to
compete with the likes of such institutions as Stanford and MIT, we
must embrace the kind of speakers
that Women’s Awareness Month
promotes.

to no college credit for their work,
and that Tech does not have a
proper music facility for choral
groups to practice. Under the
circumstances, their work is not
only to be commended but is
phenomenal.
Kudos to every student who
is willing to stretch Tech’s community “engineering image” and
who is rounding out his/her college experience with a blend of
the arts mixed in. You will carry
those musical memories with you
forever. I hope that all of you
realize that you brought a number of your fellow students out
to see their first ballet, as well as
your fine choral performance.
Keep on singing!

I wanted to thank all of
the writers who contributed
to the April Fools’ edition of
the Techlique.
I thought it was the best
written and funniest issue of
the year, and used a lot of
current events from which to
take witty opinions on. Even
the minor details were satirized accurately, and most
articles showed a deeper understanding of the world
around us than can be found
in the Journal-Constitution.
Keep up the good work,
staff, if they let you stay on
campus that long.

Becky Glatzer
Former Undergraduate Student
Government Member-At-Large,
Public Policy Representative and
Committee Chair
gte385e@prism.gatech.edu

Christiane O’Hara Brennan

lanta Symphony Orchestra and Atlanta Opera, as well as improv at the
Whole World Theater. Also, there
are many cosmopilitan scenes like
Sambuca Cafe, the Martini Club,
Cafe 290, etc. We all know that
Buckhead and the surrounding metro
area offers a very wide assortment of
nightlife and clubs. We’ve got the
Braves, Ted Turner with CNN,

Coke, and most important nice
weather and an affordable cost of
living.
Atlanta is known as the “queen
city” of the Southern U.S. with its
own set of unique cultural experiences. True, Atlanta could improve
as a world class city, but lets not
forget that Atlanta is a new and
growing city, not to mention how

John Rafferty
gte287e@prism.gatech.edu

boring it would be if every “cosmopolitan” city were the same.
Meanwhile, Ms. Hinkel may need
some time off to experience other
cities besides “benchmark” London
to broaden her definition of the cultural and artistic “greats.”
Melvin Bullock
gte499e@prism.gatech.edu

Join the Technique. All your base are belong to us.

sometimes I wonder if you really feel the same

Write letters!
Make yourself
heard! Let people know what’s
on your mind!
Impress your
friends and
neighbors! Influence others! Fast
cars and glamorous vacations!
You may not get
these, but you
will get your
name in the paper! Send your
letter (400 words
or less, please) to
editor@technique
or opinions@
technique.
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WIE Awards Banquet

Administrators on film!

See image from the the April 3 banquet
honoring the success of women in
engineering . Page 17

See who your favorite Georgia Tech
administrator would pick to portray
them in a movie. Page 12

Greek events make strange things happen in Burger Bowl
By Katy Jo Schroer
Greek Goddess

By Michael Hsia / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The Chariot Race in the Buger Bowl is just one of many Greek Week events. Other events include a wild obstacle
course, a spring social and more. Greeks who attend get points for their houses, and get more for winning.

45 years of wind at their
backs makes GTSC special
ditions.
Also sailing at the New Member
Barbeque, was a Hobie Cat, a 16On the average Saturday of March foot catamaran, also with two sails.
24, the Georgia Tech Sailing Club A catamaran is a boat with two hulls,
(GTSC) held its annual open invi- one on each end, that are separated
by a deck, cabin, or in the case of
tation New Members Barbeque.
Free food and plenty of oppor- Hobies, a trampoline.
Even though the club sails these
tunities to sail on Lake Lanier were
provided in order to let interested boats at the lake, they are designed
students discover if sailing would to be sailed up and down beaches
be something that they would per- and as they have no underwater fins,
and can be pulled right up to the
sonally enjoy.
The group met at 9:00 a.m. at shore. The club will be using their
the water sports clubhouse, directly fleet of Hobie Cats this upcoming
across the street from the 10th Ave- weekend when they travel down to
nue Papa Johns, to caravan up to the Florida coast for a few days of
sailing.
the lake.
An interesting craft that drew
After a 45-minute drive up 85,
the interest of a
they arrived at
select group of
the Lake Lanier
the club’s memSailing Club,
A special thrill is... a
bers was the
where the club
sails out of and
cable and harness set- wind surfer.
Wind surfers restores the majorup that allows crew
semble large
ity of its boats.
surfboards with
Once there,
members to hang in
sails attached.
members and
mid-air off of the side
Instead of waves,
guests alike startthe riders use
ed to set up the
of the boat.
wind power to
club’s boats and
skim across the
move them onto
water.
the water.
The club has several windsurfers
The new members had their
choice of craft to sail on. The C- and will also be taking them to Flor15’s, which are two to five person, ida.
The more timid members, or
15 foot dinghies with two sails, provided an entry level exhilarating ride those just seeking to relax, set sail
for the new members. These boats on one of the club’s two larger keelare small, quick, and very agile, and boats. Both boats, around 25 feet,
require constant adjustment of resemble large C-15’s with cabins.
weight by the crew in order to pre- The real difference lies under the
water.
vent capsizing.
The keelboats have a large metal
A special thrill is available to the
person riding the trapeze, a cable fin sticking down into the water
and harness set-up that allows crew from the underside of the boat.
The keel makes up a large pormembers to hang in mid-air off of
the side of the boat. The “trap,” as tion of the boats entire weight and
its called by the experienced mem- helps to keep the boat upright in
bers, is used during races to allow the water. It takes a truly deterthe boats to catch more wind yet mined sailor or truly strong wind to
still remain stable, or just to provide
some extra fun during non-race con- See Sailing, page 13
By Matt Nugent
Kung Fu Masta’

Imagine being at the Burger Bowl
holding a flag next to a child’s plastic pool in the rain and wind with
vegetable oil getting all over your
face and hair as you anchor the flag
in that pool of Crisco shortening.
Now, imagine being the one who
dives into that pool to grab the flag
and hurry on to the next task in the
obstacle course, sponsored by Alpha Delta Pi.
This is just one of the many events
that Greeks participated in during
Greek Week, which was held from
April 1 to April 9.
“A lot of time, effort, and planning went into this entire week,
which has been coordinated by the
Greek Week Committee,” Cara
Cocos, a member of the committee, said as she sat behind the checkin table where Greeks wore their
letters and signed-in to earn points
for their house.
Earning points for your house is

what this week is all about.
At each event you participate in,
points are earned for Greeks’ fraternities or sororities.
The better they do in the events,
the more points they earn.
The whole idea of Greek Week
is to bring the entire Greek Community together as a whole. Tonight, a Jimmy Buffett cover band
will play at the Burger Bowl, and
every Greek organization is invited
to participate in the GT Spring Social sponsored by the Greek Week
Social Committee.
This is one of the events that
truly unites the Greek Community
here at Tech.
Greek Week events include many
different competitions such as the
three-legged Jell-O race, the SlamDunk Contest, a reception with the
GT Faculty, and Tug.
On Wednesday afternoon, the
Slam-Dunk Contest was held at the
Chi Phi house. Each participating
See Greek Week, page 16

F A C E S
Faces at Georgia Tech
- Profile on Will Roper -

By Rina Bala
Not a Physics major
Not many students would
spend a 17-hour bus ride in high
school memorizing a thousand
digits of Pi, but Will Roper, Tech’s
fifth Truman scholar, did.
Over 1000 students nationwide apply for the Truman Scholarship annually. Roper was among
the 70 students awarded the scholarship this year and the only one
from Georgia.
The scholarship committee
looks for college juniors with exceptional leadership potential who
are committed to careers in gov-

ernment, the non-profit or advocacy sectors, education, or elsewhere in public service.
It then provides the winners
with financial support for graduate study, leadership training, and
fellowship with other students who
are committed to making a difference through public service.
Will, who was awarded a
$30,000 scholarship from the
foundation, has always been devoted to the service and education of others. In high school, he
started GUIDE (Guiding Underclassmen In Directions of Excellence), a tutoring program where
high school students tutored mid-

dle school students.
He proposed a bill in support
of this program to the State Legislature and got State-implemented funding.
More recently Will helped start
a national program called
GRADS, funded mainly by Coke,
which prepares inner-city students
for college.
He has spent the last two years
doing the behind-the-scenes work,
such as setting up seminars.
At the moment, Will is a thirdyear graduating senior majoring
in Physics.
See FACES, page 15

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Will Roper can memorize 1000 digits of pi and still win the extremely prestigious Truman Scholarship.
One of the reasons for his success is his devotion to service in tutoring and teaching younger students.
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Danielle McDonald
Student Organizations Advisor

Mark Douglas
Coordinator of Greek Affairs

Stephanie Ray
Associate Dean of Students

Dan Carlson
Assistant Dean of Students

“I’ve already thought
about it—Elisabeth
Shue.”

“Tom Hanks, because
of his all-star performance in ‘Bosom
Buddies.’”

“Oprah Winfrey,
because people used to
think I was her when
‘The Color Purple’
came out.”

“Tom Cruise, since we
look so much alike.”

Question of the week

“Who would play
you in a movie about
your life?”
Feature and Photos by
Carter Green & Sarah Graybeal
Elisabeth Shue

Tom Hanks

I need Oprah..

Oprah Winfrey

Tom Cruise
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Campus briefs
Spring musical “Forum” begins at Drama Tech
This weekend, Drama Tech will begin its production of, A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum. The musical will be performed in Drama Tech’s Dean Dull Theatre on April 6, 7, and 11-14.
It will also be performed in the Robert Ferst Center for the Arts on April
19-21. Student tickets are $4 at all showings; faculty/staff tickets are $6
in the Dull Theatre and $8 in the Ferst Theatre; and general admission
tickets are $8 in the Dull Theatre and $10 in the Ferst Theatre. All
shows are at 8 p.m. For reservations, call Drama Tech at 404-8943481, or the Ferst Theatre at 404-894-9600.

Dean Griffin Day celebrates faculty and staff
Dean Griffin Day is a day of faculty and staff appreciation, sponsored by the Georgia Tech Ambassadors. To get involved, submit a
letter to those professors or staff members to whom you want to show
your thanks at http://cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/ambassadors/dgd.html.
Please submit as many letters as you like until Sunday, April 8. The
letters will be delivered on Thursday, April 12. The letters can be signed
or delivered anonymously. For more information, e-mail Whitney
Setzer at gte799p@prism.gatech.edu.
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Sailing
flip a keelboat.
The GTSC also has a fleet of
Lasers, smaller, single-sailed boats
that only carry one person. Of course
the new members did not sail on
these as no experienced crewmember would be able to ride with them.
In between the many trips out
on the water, members and guests
alike enjoyed plenty of burgers, hotdogs, chips and sodas.
When the grill proved to be too
slow in cooking for the 30-plus people
there, many members turned to roasting hotdogs and marshmallows on
sticks in the campfire. Frisbee, football, tanning, and other typical beach
activities also took place on the sand
shore of the lake.
The day was cut slightly short
when in the late hours of the afternoon a sudden storm swept over

from page 11

the lake. The club members raced
to get the boats out off the exposed
water and into the docks and up on
land. However, soon after the boats
were settled, the storm had passed
over.
After some final clean up, most
everyone started heading back to
campus, while a few members stayed
for an overnight campout.
The sailing club has been around
since 1961 and throughout its history has been one of the largest clubs
on campus. This year it is celebrating its 45-year anniversary.
Throughout the year, the sailing
club participates in races throughout the south east, plans longer trips,
and almost every other weekend you
can find some member from the
club sailing at Lake Lanier.
The club also takes an annual

skiing trip to Snowshoe, West Virginia, an annual trip to the Bahamas over spring break, and every
semester they head down to Ft.
Walton Beach, Florida for a weekend of sailing.
Whether you are an experienced
sailor looking for opportunities to
get out on the water, someone that
wants to learn how to handle a boat,
or if you just want to meet new
people, the sailing club has opportunities for you.
To learn more about GTSC, visit
the club’s Web site at http://www.
gtsailing.org. The club holds weekly
meetings at the water sports clubhouse
every Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. Its
also tradition for the club to go out to
dinner after their meetings so don’t
eat before hand.

Road Race and volleyball tournament this weekend
This Saturday, April 7, the Georgia Tech Alumni Association and
Student Alumni Association are co-sponsoring the 29th Annual Pi
Mile Road Race. It begins at 8 a.m., and registration for students is $8.
Awards will be presented to the top finishers in eleven categories for
male and females, and there will also food and music. For more
information or to register, go to http://gtalumni.org/pimile. Later in
the afternoon, Delta Tau Delta will be holding their 10th Annual
Volleyball Tournament, benefiting the Ronald McDonald House, at
their house. The first match will be at 11 a.m. There are four players per
team, and there is a $40 entrance fee per team. There will be a first place
cash prize as well as other prizes. For more information or to register, go
to http://cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/delt/philanthropy. Teams may also
register the day of the tournament. Fraternity and sorority members
receive philanthropy hours for participating.

WLC 2002 looking for committee chairs to plan
The 2002 Women’s Leadership Conference is looking for male and
female students from all areas of campus to fill several committee chair
positions. Positions such as finance, marketing, logistics, technology,
and conference chairs are available. Applications are available in room
217 of the Student Services Building or online at http://
cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/wlc. The conference chair position application
is due by 5 p.m. on April 11, and all other committee chair applications
are due by 5 p.m. on April 16. For more information, contact Jill
Pollyniak at gt5225a@prism.gatech.edu.

By Becca Cutri-Kohart / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Two of GTSC’s smaller boats, a C-15 and a Laser meet up on Lake Laneir. This year, sailing club celebrated
its 45th anniversary of providing opportunities for the student, faculty and alumni community to sail in Atlanta.

I need to go home and do senior design and go to the AIAA conference. But I’m here instead.
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FACES
In all his years at Tech he has
earned straight A’s in all his classes
except for the one B he got in a
Quantum Mechanics.
He has done research for the Physics department and is applying for
the GTRI (Georgia Tech Research
Institute) this summer.
After graduating, he intends to
do his masters in Physics while working part time for Tech, and then
consider doctoral programs.
Will is a member of the Madison Baptist Church and usually
spends his summers going to impoverished countries as a missionary.
For example, last summer he went
to the Blue Mountain region of Jamaica, and before that he visited
one of the central regions of Haiti.
When not excelling in studies
and serving his fellow man, Will
likes to spend his time “doing anything which involves buying a tick-

CAMPUS LIFE

back.
His parents, he said, are of course
very proud, but not at all surprised.
et,” such as going to the movies, the
They are indeed lucky parents,
opera, the Shakespeare Tavern— for even their younger son, Lee Roper,
you name it.
is someone to contend with. He is
He sings for the Chamber Choir an All-American Wrestler—third in
and is considering employment with the nation—and wants to go to North
Ferst Theatre manCarolina State
agement and fundUniversity after
raising while he
high school.
When asked to
completes his MasWill also wantter’s.
ed to express his
describe himself in
Will even sang
to a few
three words, he took gratitude
with the Atlanta
people without
his time and grinned whom he said he
Ballet for the “Carmina Burona”
would probably
and said that the
show at the Fox
not have been able
description was just
Theater not long
to achieve the
ago.
Truman scholar“not that brief.”
Aside from all
ship.
this, he is also in
Paul Hurst, Divery good shape.
rector of EnrollHe likes to work out and runs ment Services and Special
with the vice-president of Student Programming, helped Will prepare
Affairs, Dr. Lee Wilcox. He is also a his application and guided him
second-degree black belt in Karate throughout the way.
and used to teach it, too, a while
Marti Moore, his girlfriend, not
from page 11

Christina is being stalked.

only supported him throughout the
entire process, but also helped him
make up work for the classes he
missed, informed him on political
happenings, and basically kept him
plugged in on everything.
Chris Young, former recipient
of the scholarship two years ago,
also helped him prepare for it.
Will’s classmate, Marian Bachman, also lent a hand by taking
notes in class and supplying them
to him so he would not be missing
out on anything.
Will wanted to thank these specific people for helping him so much,
as well as Tech itself and its faculty
and staff.
As for the future, Will hopes to
be a professor for ten to fifteen years
and then go into politics, preferably
in the Department of Education
specifically dealing with Math and
the Sciences.
When asked to describe himself
in three words, he took his time and
grinned and said that the description was just “not that brief.”

Join Campus
Life Staff
....and be my Writer
of the Week.
Like Matt here.
E-mail
campus.life@technique.gatech.edu
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Greek Week
fraternity and sorority had three
chances to dunk a basketball in the
goal (7.5 feet high for girls and 9
feet high for boys) and were judged
by GT basketball players.
Brian Waits, a Greek Week Executive, said, “The Slam Dunk contest brings out the best in the Athletic
Association (LaBarrie, Aikens, Vines,
and Babul) and the best in the Greek
Community.”
Jon Babul, a Tech basketball player and judge of the creativity and
originality the dunkers used, said,
“I am just waiting for someone to
funnel a beer and dunk.”
The finalists for the fraternities
were Beta, FIJI, Chi Phi, Sigma Nu,
Theta Chi, and Pi Kappa Phi, and
for the sororities they were Alpha
Chi Omega, Alpha Delta Pi, and
Alpha Xi Delta. The first place winners were FIJI and Alpha Chi Omega. The event turned out to be a
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from page 11

crowd-pleaser, and there were even
some moms there for cheering and
support.
The Tug-O-War (a.k.a. Tug) is
probably one of the most competitive and worked-up for events in

“I am just waiting for
someone to funnel a
beer and dunk.”
Jon Babul
Greek Week Basketball Judge

the entire week. The goal is to pull
the end knot from the other team’s
anchor or to gain the majority of
the rope at the end of the time limit.
Because there is a weight limit
for each team of 1600 pounds using
13 girls, or 2000 lbs. using 14 boys,

team members fast for weeks before
weighing in. They practice several
days a week for a month beforehand.
The actual tug consists of a central pit (approximately 8 feet wide
by 10 feet long by 8 feet deep) filled
with water and two tugging pits on
either side.
The two teams line up on either
side of the pit along the tug rope
and attempt to pull the tug rope
from the other team. The event takes
place this Sunday afternoon.
Overall, Greek Week is a fun
time to get together and relax with
friends. Kelly Farell, a first year Alpha Delta Pi, says, “Greek Week
has been so much fun, it actually
got me excited to be Greek and
made me feel proud to be a sorority
girl here at Tech. I can’t wait for the
next few years of my Georgia Tech
future.”

By Michael Hsia / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

There were many athletic events during Greek Week, where fraternities
and sororities proved their skill and tried to earn points for their House.

:) I don’t have much to say today, I’m tired.
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Women in Engineering Awards Banquet

Registration Fair from SPAARC advisors next week
On Tuesday, April 10, SPAARC will host a Registration Fair from 6:30
p.m. until 8:30 p.m. The fair will be in room 110 of the ESM Building.
Discuss with advisors what classes you should take, how many hours you
should take, questions about your major, how to get an overload, and
more. For more information, e-mail spaarc@gatech.edu.

Alpha Xi Delta charity golf tournament coming up
Alpha Xi Delta is hosting their 13th annual charity golf tournament,
which benefits the Atlanta Children’s Shelter, on Sunday, April 22, at
Southerness Golf Course. There will be a shotgun start at 1:30 p.m. The
cost to play is $65 for students and $85 for adults. Cost includes carts,
green fee, range balls, dinner, and a T-shirt. There will be various prizes
and a raffle. Please contact Anne Bradford at 678-612-5093 or
gte412j@prism.gatech.edu by Sunday, April 8, if you would like to
register a team or get more information.

Be a liaison for incoming students with GTLINCS
Georgia Tech Liaisons for Incoming College Students (GTLINCS), is
a program sponsored by the Student Alumni Association in which current
Tech students call incoming students and answer any questions they
might have about student life at Tech. This year’s program is from April 911 from 6 p.m. until 9 p.m. each night in the Alumni/Faculty House. If
you are interested in participating, sign up online at cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/
saa.

Freshman Psych course looking for team leaders
The Psych 1000 Advisory Board is currently recruiting Team Leaders
for the fall of 2001. The Board is looking for leaders who really care about
helping incoming freshmen at Tech. For more information, there will be
two information sessions on Thursday, April 12. They will be held from
11 a.m. until 12 p.m. in room 217 of the Student Services Building, and
from 6:30 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. in room 301 of the Student Center. If you
cannot attend either of the information sessions, e-mail the TL Advisory
Board at wannabeTL@hotmail.com.

Angie Aparo concert at the Ferst Center for the Arts
On Tuesday, April 10, Angie Aparo will perform at the Robert Ferst
Center for the Arts. The show will begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are on sale at the
Student Center Box office for $5 with a Tech ID. There is a limit of two
tickets per ID. General public tickets are $12. To purchase tickets, visit the
Student Center Box Office, or call 404-894-9600. For more information
on the artist, visit www.angieaparo.com.

By Rob Hill / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The WIE Banquet, planned by Dr. Mimi Philabos (left), celebrated women engineers with high GPA’s.
Marsha Hurtado and Katie Bailey (top) are two honorees. The events included speaker and alumni,
Cheryl Perkins (right) who presented one of many scholarships for women to Natasha Goguts (far right).

Send your campus briefs to campus.life@technique

I wish Christina would turn up the music on the computer. It sounds nice. And its way too quiet in here tonight.
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‘Cats’ in deep trouble

Music, art, trees...

Want to know if you’ll enjoy Tomcats?
Only if you like raunchy humor and
monotonous dialog... Page 20

Atlanta’s 65th annual Dogwood
Festival is today through Sunday in
nearby Piedmont Park. Page 25

DramaTech’s ‘Forum’ paves the way with lots of laughs
By Ganesh Kumaraswamy
Special to the ‘Nique
In its original performance
in 1962, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum
took Broadway by storm, capturing six Tony awards. Vaudeville never really died; it just kept
being re-created, notably in
musical plays such as this one,
which is accompanied by Stephen
Sondheim’s first score.
A burlesque comedy set in
ancient Rome, Forum is the tale
of a slave named Pseudolus
(Jonathan Popp) who helps Hero
(Jay Zimmerman), the young
son of his owner, to win the
heart of a beautiful courtesan
named Philia (Heidi Khalil).
What ensues is a hilarious romp
through ancient Rome. The
DramaTech production is very

worthy of the original, with the
entire cast blending together well
and making for a memorable
and hilariously funny evening.
When Hero spies Philia in
the brides-for-sale shop next door,
he feels he’ll do anything to get
her, and turns to his devoted
servant Pseudolus. Well, Pseudolus isn’t that devoted—in fact,
he’d give almost anything for
his freedom. A plan is set in
motion: Hero promises Pseudolus his freedom if he can get the
woman for him
Working behind the back of
his more conscientious fellow
slave Hysterium (Michael Sullivan), Pseudolus lies and connives Philia from the owner of
the harem, Marcus Lycus (Michael Gettys). This is a problem
when the girl’s rightful owner,
greasy warrior Miles Gloriosus

(Olufemi Sowemimo), shows up.
Things get downright complicated from there, with Hero’s parents, lecherous Senex
(Michael Lott) and icy Domina
(Dipika Jain), getting involved
and the whole thing falling into
a funny, farcical mess. There are
mistaken identities, well-timed
entrances and exits, and that old
staple—men dressed as women.
There are also subplots involving an old man named Erronius
(Kit FitzSimons) and his search
for his long-lost children, and
Hysterium’s, well, hysteria.
Popp is a wonderful Pseudolus, endearing yet very manipulative. The character always has
the right words for any situation, and Popp convinces the
audience of this so subtly that
See Forum, page 27

U2 brings new kind of concert

By Kristi Odom / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Jonathan Popp’s slave Pseudolus is obviously enjoying being surrounded by
beautiful ancient Roman courtesans in DramaTech’s A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum. The show begins its run tonight in the DramaTech Theatre.

Don’t ‘Blow’ chance to see Depp
By Jayson Wehrend
Ran the story after all!
MPAA Rating: R
Starring: Johnny Depp,
Penélope Cruz, Ray Liotta
Director: Ted Demme
Studio: New Line Cinema
Running Time: 124 minutes
Rating: yyyy

By Kristi Odom / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Bono captivated the crowd during U2’s performance last Friday at Philips
Arena, running across the stage and later perching atop a huge video screen.
By Derek Haynes
Sports guy turned U2 fan
U2’s concert Friday night at Philips Arena was simple, elegant, and
clean—and no one complained. Gone
was the glitz and glamour of the band’s
earlier concert tours; in was the straight
ahead rock that U2 arguably does better
than any band in the world.
U2, which had a dizzying array of
special effects and props in their 1997
Popmart and their 1992 ZooTV US
tour, broke the special effects out for
“With or Without You,” but relied
heavily on lead singer Bono’s crowdpleasing charisma for the majority of
this fifth stop on the Elevation Tour.
They set the stage for their simple
style from the start by entering with
house lights on, giving the sold-out
crowd of over 18,000 a clear view of
the most prolific rock band of the
80s.
The lights stayed up on “Elevation,” one of six songs U2 played on
their latest album, All That You Can’t
Leave Behind. Bono’s magnetism was
evident three songs into the concert
when he walked across the heart-shaped
stage and kneeled down to kiss a young

By now there is little doubt
that Johnny Depp is a talented
actor. He’s played such a wide
variety of roles that it’s difficult
to recall all of them. One thing
is very certain though—he takes
a role and makes it his own. You
can’t help believing that he is
whatever character he is portraying, not just an actor playing
one in a movie.
In his newest movie, Blow,
Depp plays George Jung—perhaps the man most influential

in the importation of cocaine to
American in the 1970s and 80s.
From this description, you might
recall the film Fear and Loathing
in Las Vegas, another movie about
American drug culture that Depp

Ray Liotta makes
the interactions
between father and
son so real.
starred in. While both movies
happen around the same time
period, they are totally different
takes on the drug lifestyle.
The movie starts out with a
flashback to George’s early days
at home. His father (Ray Liotta)
is a plumber struggling to make
a living with his own business.

woman. Bono would pace the heartshaped stage throughout the concert,
tempting the crowd with his outstretched hand.
The most energetic moment of the
night came during “Where The Streets
Have No Name” as Bono circled the
stage several times at full speed, the
crowd cheering him as if he was Atlanta Olympic hero Michael Johnson.
Bono would then lie down on top of a
vertically moving jumbo video screen
behind the stage, which then rose 8
feet into the air at the start of “Mysterious Ways.”
One of the strangest points of the
concert came during the introduction of “Where the Streets Have No
Name” as Bono began rapping into
the microphone. Bono never acknowledged what he was saying, and even
the U2 web site had no idea what
came out of Bono’s mouth. It isn’t
the first time Bono has done this; he
has done it on almost all of the earlier
stops in the US Elevation tour.
In addition to the heart shape and
the moving video screen, the stage
also had four large black and white
By L. Sebastian / NEW LINE CINEMA

See U2, page 24

Johnny Depp portrays the life of drug smuggler George Jung from
childhood to downfall in Blow. The film opens in theaters today.

His mother constantly badgers
his father about money problems and frequently leaves the
family only to return later.
George loves his father intensely, and it pains him to see
his father so in love with his
mother only to suffer for it. From
this background, we see the driving force behind George’s desire to have money. He never
wants to be his parents; this is
what drives him to such ends as
the movie goes on to show.
The film moves from George’s
childhood to his college years,
where he is introduced to pot on
the beaches of California. He’s
soon distributing the drug, and
building his contacts in the area.
It is here that the viewer begins to see his surging ambition
as he actually goes to Mexico to
buy direct from the source. For
the first time, his life was perfect, and for the first time, it
crashes down again. This cycle—
boom and bust—seems to be
the theme to George’s life.
Every time he’s finally happy, something goes terribly wrong
and he has to start again. This is
not a happy movie; it doesn’t
glorify the drug world or Jung’s
life. By the conclusion, he only
wants the things he wouldn’t
need money for anyway.
Depp does an excellent job,
as I would expect. His performance really makes Jung a sympathetic character. I was
astounded by Ray Liotta’s performance; he makes the interactions between father and son so
real it’s kind of painful. I was
impressed with his work and look
forward to seeing him in some
other films.
Combined with these acting
talents are lavish set and costume designs that bring the 1970s
to life. Of course the classic 70s
soundtrack helps a bit too.
I happily recommend Blow
to everyone, but I must caution
that it is not a light-hearted film.
You should expect it to have
some sort of effect on you. Good
movies do.
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‘Tomcats’: Avoid this messy kit and kaboodle
By Chuks Ibeji
Entertainment Staff
MPAA Rating: R
Starring: Jerry O’Connell,
Shannon Elizabeth, Jake Busey
Director: Gregory Poirer
Studio: Columbia Pictures
Running Time: 92 min
Rating: yy
I remember the good ol’ days,
back when men were men and comedies were funny. It used to be that
a person could leave the theatre laughing—and I’m not talking about the
“I can’t believe I laughed at that”
laugh. I’m talking about the laughter of contentment caused when a
filmmakers shows just a little bit of
ingenuity.
Tomcats is the latest in the parade of raunch-fests that Hollywood
has been churning out lately. It is
also one of the silliest. The movie
follows the sexploits of Michael
Delaney (Jerry O’Connell) and his
buddies. These “Tomcats,” as they
call themselves, each take a vow
against marriage. As added incentive, every man contributes to buy a
jointly owned piece of stock. This
ownership is valid provided bachelorship is maintained.
As time goes by, due to the wonders of interest and the economy,
the pot reaches nearly a half million
dollars. And, as a few ball and chains
are added to the group, the number
of eligible free men dwindles to two.
This is where the buffoonery starts.

During an ill-fated trip to Las
Vegas, Michael draws the ire of a
casino boss (played by Politically
Incorrect’s Bill Maher). Following a
hefty losing streak, he’s given thirty
days to repay his debt. Lucky for
Michael, he’s one the guys who hasn’t
said “I do.”
In order to save his carcass, he
concocts a plan to marry off the
competition, Kyle (Jake Busey).
Michael figures the would-be bride
should be a woman out of Kyle’s
past, and therefore chooses Natalie
(Shannon Elizabeth). She agrees to
the go along with the plan, but only
with the understanding that she gets
half of the prize money.
What follows is a film reel of
disorganized crudeness. The story
unfolds as if it were being told via a
first grader. Every now and then
something happens to incite a little
amusement, but like clockwork,
Tomcats follows it up with a gag
that makes you gag.
Director Gregory Poirer (his debut) forces you to sit through numerous scenes that only serve to set
up jokes. The inevitable punch lines
to these jokes are either weak or
suffering from rigor mortis, and sitting through miss after miss after
miss gets tiring.
Watching Michael eventually fall
for Natalie is just as bad. Their chemistry is absolutely nonexistent. It
gets painful watching them awkwardly recite their lines to each other, and the result is a romance with
about the amount of dramatic force

By Joseph Viles / COLUMBIA PICTURES

Whoa—Michael Delaney (Jerry O’Connell) finds himself in quite a bind
as one of two surviving bachelors in Tomcats, which opened last week.
you’d expect to find on an episode when Kyle develops cancer—and
there is no somberness that arises
of WWF Smackdown.
Yet, even as the movie shifts to from the situation.
Instead, it’s all a setup for a “rebeing a love story (of sorts), it’s heart
and soul is still its collection of in- con mission” where…well, just never
complete stunts and visual calami- mind. Why should you even bothties. The movie hits bottom in an er? Stay home and pray for the good
apparent homage to Tom Green ol’ days of comedy.

He’s able to stand on rails...and stuff. (Leap tall buildings in a single bound? Anyone?)

This week on GTCN
By Rebekah Bardwell
GTCN Correspondant
This week on The Latest Dish,
watch Matt tear through West Side
Market pulling ingredients for an
economical, vegetarian, Italian threecourse meal. Also, check out an unusual love story in Slow-Dancing
Down the Aisles of the QuickCheck.
The Latest Dish airs on GTCN’s
Channel 21 Sundays at 6:30 p.m.
and Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
Phat Videos chills with Billiards
Trick shot expert Scott Lee. If you’ve
ever wanted to know how to woo all
your friends at the pool hall, you’ll
definitely want to watch the show.
Phat Videos airs Sundays at 7:00
p.m. and Mondays at 7:30 p.m.
It’s time for grading this week
on Flava 101. Four Tech students
get together and critique some of
the best and worst videos from hiphop and R&B today. Watch to see
what you think of their grading skills.
Flava 101 airs on Sundays and
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m.
Women’s Awareness Month
events will show on GTCN throughout the entire month of April. The
Campus Climate Panel from March
27 will air on Saturdays and Sundays in April on Channel 20 at 12:00
p.m. Judy Chicago’s presentation
will air on Saturdays and Sundays
at 2:00 p.m.
For tax preparation tips, watch
the H&R Block tax prep help session on Saturdays and Sundays (until
April 16) at 3:30 p.m. on Channel
20. It will also air Sunday through
Thursday nights at midnight.
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Onward and Crossword

76. Pen end

Ask a Silly Question...
1

2

3

4

10

5

11

16

7
12

17

22

29

34

24
30

31

25
32

35
41

14

26
33

36

42

43

45

37

48
54

59

49
55

60

67

57

68

71

51

56
62

63

58
64

65

69
72

74

ACROSS
1. Tsp. or Tbs.
4. Amer. Agcy.
7. Half a monsoon pest
10. Military action
11. Locale
13. Diana of “Mystery”
16. April 1 joke response (4 wds)
19. Barking animal
20. Chip in, in a way
21. Dirty pond (obs.)
22. Communist
24. Every
26. Will Ferrel’s show (abbr)
27. A&E hook-up?
29. Curve type
32. James Bond writer
34. Bad, to Bebe
35. Tiny battery type

66
70

73
75

By Kit FitzSimons
This time, for sure…

39

47

50

61

38

44

46

53

15

21

23

28

40

9

13

20

27

8

18

19

52

6
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76

36. Spaced-out explosions
40. Response to 16 ACROSS (4
wds)
45. Commercial writer
46. Use a sofa
47. Spanish year
48. Peach seed
50. “_____ to Joy”
51. _____ carte (2 wds)
52. “Yay!”
55. Lean
57. DLXXVII + CDLXXIV
59. Purposes
61. Extinct animal
64. March part
67. Response to 40 ACROSS (4
wds)
71. At no time
72. Famous missing person
73. Aussie ostrich
74. Anti-litter org.
75. Jet

DOWN
1. Anime festival (abbr)
2. Earth’s neighbor
3. Oak or elm
4. Grippe
5. “Californian” peninsula
6. Logo
7. Three prefix
8. Avarice and envy
9. Waffles you’ll envy
11. Staff
12. “Como _____ usted?”
14. Fed (hyph)
15. Get dough for
17. Lawn site
18. Prefix for pad or port
23. College official
25. Finish a flight
27. Lady of the night
28. Oyster kin
30. Famous Mineo
31. Allowance (hyph)
33. Look sleepy, perhaps
34. Soccer star Hamm
37. Test tube, for one
38. “_____ and the King”
39. Freud’s concern
41. Blackjack
42. “I’ll get right _____.” (2 wds)
43. Little goat
44. Thing
49. Neat
51. Helper
52. Mess up
53. Former tennis champ Athur
54. Pull hard
56. Milne’s creation
58. Milan’s currency
60. 12-_____ program
62. Pairs
63. Kills, in gang slang
65. Tied
66. 18-wheeler
68. Long time
69. A lot
70. Emulate Aladdin
Answers on page 28. Really.

Desperate plea: write for me. You too can rhyme.
entertainment@technique.gatech.edu

Enough music to choke a horse!
CJ’S LANDING (270 Buckhead Ave.)
(404) 237-7657
http://www.cjslanding.com
4/6—Drifting Through
4/7—Acres, Tilden’s Faith
COTTON CLUB (152 Luckie St.)
(404) 688-1193
http://www.atlantaconcerts.com/cottonclub.asp
4/6—Robert Bradley’s Blackwater Surprise,
Bare Jr.
4/8—Boy Hits Car, Simon Says, Un Loco
4/10—Mark Selby
4/11—MU330
4/12—Ginuwine
4/13—Gran Torino
DARK HORSE TAVERN (816 N. Highland Ave.)
(404) 873-3607
4/6—Elephant, Persona, Antigone Rising
4/7—Chain Poets, Young Antiques,
Lodestar
4/11—Vito, Six, Burning Clocks
4/13—Tilden’s Faith
ECHO LOUNGE (551 Flat Shoals Ave.)
(404) 681-3600
http://www.echostatic.com/echolounge
4/6—Five-Eight, Johnny Hyde
4/7—Kings PIlls, Moto-Litas, Adom,
Centipede, Mark English 800
4/9—Rocket from the Crypt, International
Noise Conspiracy, The Explosion
4/13—Changelings, Janah, Fancy
EDDIE’S ATTIC (515-B N. McDonough St.)
(404) 377-4976
http://www.eddiesattic.com
4/6—Michael Tolcher, Ray Bonneville, Jo
Serrapere, Jim Page, Mimi Holland
4/7—Matthew Kahler, Kyle Shiver
4/8—Clandestine
4/11—Molly & Simone, Rachel Bissex
4/12—Christopher Williams, Daniel Lee
4/13—Cigar Store Indians, Mike Kinnebrew
Band
MASQUERADE (695 North Ave.)
(404) 577-2007
http://www.masq.com
4/6—2 Skinnee J’s, Al’s Not Well, Gruvinhi
4/7—Gargantua, Gonzalez
4/8—Stool Sample, Crime Scene 10, Too
Far Gone, The Rumors
4/12—The Vibrators, Lust, The Helgas

Where oh where has my sliver box gone, oh where oh where can it be?

4/13—Vertigo, Ten Ball, Chipmunx
RED LIGHT CAFE (553 Amsterdam Ave.)
(404) 874-7828
http://www.redlightcafe.com
4/6—Dance of the Gypsies
4/7—Matthew Smith
4/12—Low Country Boil
4/13—Big Daddy Bluegrass Band
ROXY (3110 Roswell Rd.)
(404) 233-7699
http://www.atlantaconcerts.com/roxy.asp
4/13—Eve 6
SMITH’S OLDE BAR (1574 Piedmont Ave.)
(404) 875-1522
http://smithsoldebar.citysearch.com
4/6—Soulhat, Blue Mountain
4/7—Left Front Tire, Hanging Francis, Mindseye
4/8—Benefit for Bryan Cole
4/10—Chad
4/11—Juice, Ethan & the Ewox
4/12—Jack Ingram, Tift Merritt
4/13—Dash Rip Rock, Marathon
STAR BAR (437 Moreland Ave.)
(404) 681-9018
http://www.cloun.com/starbar.html
4/6—Truckadelic, Billy Joe Winghead
4/7—Blacktop Rockets
4/11—Kickstand, Flash to Bang Time, Moto-Litas
4/12—Adam Leland & the A-Sides, The
Amazing Tom Machine
4/13—Star Room Boys, The Blue Jays
TABERNACLE (152 Luckie St.)
(404) 659-9022
http://www.tabernaclemusic.com
4/7—FunkJazz Kafe
4/10—Kenny Wayne Shepherd, Double
Trouble, Lizzie West
VARIETY PLAYHOUSE (1099 Euclid Ave.)
(404) 521-1786
http://www.variety-playhouse.com
4/6—Taj Mahal & the Phantom Blues Band,
Sammy Blue Band
4/12—Brian Evian
4/13—Will Hoge, Travisty Theory, Cool for
August

Check out the Tourdates Web site
www.tourdates.com
(www.tourdates.com
www.tourdates.com) to see where your
favorite bands will be appearing next.
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...Two Bits
...010101010101010101010101010101010...
Today, before I got to work, I
went to Sam’s Club. If you’re like
the Two Bits Man, you can’t get
enough of that quiet sophistication
afforded by Sam Walton’s dream. I
figure that it’s of utmost importance that I go at least once a week
to get the culture that I so desperately lack.
As I was standing in the line at
Sam’s Café (which by the way, really does capture the ambience of a
sidewalk café in Paris; I especially
dig the onion shooter—years of technological evolution in condiment
technology), I couldn’t help but
notice another customer’s shirt,
which read, “What would Jesus do?”
Now, that, folks, is a conundrum.
It occurred to me that I haven’t
ever pondered what Jesus would do.
However, I feel pretty confident that
I know at least one thing he wouldn’t
do—he wouldn’t wear a shirt with

such a presumptuous statement on
it. In fact if He did shop at Sam’s
and wore a t-shirt there, it’d probably read, “I led a spiritual revolution that ultimately created one of
the world’s three major religions,

I led a spiritual
revolution, and all I
got was this t-shirt.
and all I got was this lousy t-shirt.”
That being said, I got to thinking that other important people in
world history should have t-shirts
of a similar nature printed. For example, just think about how swank
you’d look if you strolled down the
street in your WWWW shirt. For
those of you puzzling, it pays hom-

age to the great leader, President
George W. Bush, by asking “What
would W want?” I know that it
doesn’t make a whole lot of sense,
but neither does anything that W
says in a press conference.
Of course, it would be silly to
only look to political leaders for tshirt and bumper sticker ideas. If
you ask me, they should focus on
other important religious leaders,
like David Koresh for example. When
I think of truly great religious leaders who died for what they believe, I
always think of my boy from Waco.
This dude had a vision, and he rolled
with it. Such fervor should be forever immortalized on a bumper sticker. WWKD (written in purple to
commemorate the color of the veils
that his cult wore) would show that
you are not afraid to admit to your
spiritual side. In fact, if such a bumper
sticker existed, I would proudly bran-

dish it on my truck, and pass every
WWJD car I could find just so they
could see that I, too, am not afraid
to reveal my emotions.
Of course, folks, let’s be honest.
Having a bumper sticker that asks
what someone else would do is just
foolish. Well, that’s unless of course,
it questions, “What would Two Bits
do?” That’s a question that you
should ask yourself every day. Life
without that kind of brilliant forethought could cause you to miss
out on truly important things like
onion shooters.
Well folks, it’s been a most mentally taxing week for the Two Bits
Man, so I think that’s all I’ve got to
say about that. It’s all good though.
My editor specifically requested a
short column this week because of
so many other exciting entertainment stories. So, until next issue,
what will my editor do?

Leavin’ on a jet plane...for the last time, tomorrow. California, bay-bee.

U2

from page 19

video screens focusing on each member of the band. The black and white
screen created an artistic and clean
look of U2.
Bono was at his best again during “Mysterious Ways” as he accepted a rose from a bouquet of
flowers presented to him from another female fan and then kissed
her in gratitude. He also paid special tribute to Atlanta during his
performance of “Losing My Religion.” “I want to sing a song for a
hero of mine. In my teens my hero
was Martin Luther King, in my twenties my hero was Coretta Scott King
....” said Bono as he began the song.
U2, which has a strong relationship with Athen’s REM, used parts
of that group’s hit songs “Losing
My Religion” and “Everybody
Hurts” during their performance of
“One”. REM flew in from Europe
on Friday to see U2’s performance
at Philips Arena.
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Tiptoe through the big ol’ trees...
By Alan Back
Types with a ball peen hammer
Spring at Georgia Tech is a nowin situation, what with inhuman
homework assignments in the classroom and astronomical pollen counts
outside. If you survived both until
this weekend, tear yourself loose and
head to the 65th annual Atlanta
Dogwood Festival.
Piedmont Park will play host to
roughly a quarter of a million people looking for good clean fun at
this free event. Hours are: today,
noon-8 p.m.; tomorrow, 10 a.m.-8
p.m.; and April 8, noon to 7 p.m.
Where to begin? The Artist Market is a good bet, with over 200 craft
workers displaying their wares for
sale all weekend—paintings, photographs, woodworking, ceramics,
and anything else that pops into
your head. You can also go on the
Midtown Tour of Homes tomorrow or Sunday to check out Southern architectural trends and styles
in the district.
Media spokesperson Heather
Duffey said, “This is the first year
the two events are at the same time.
Piedmont Park is in the heart of
Midtown, and this is a good way to
bring attention to both causes.” Tour
proceeds will be used to put up
plaques at homes with historical significance, she added.
The vertically inclined can tackle a 24-foot rock climbing wall and
check out the daily hot-air balloon
shows. Green-minded souls can pick

up a few new ideas in the Eco-Village tomorrow and Sunday. Turn
the little critters loose in the Kids’
Village, or sit back and watch the
pooches bite down on flying plastic
in the Disc Dog U.S. Southern National competition.
Anyone who’s gone to past Festivals knows how much live music
they offer, and next weekend will
be no exception. As usual, three stages
will be cooking all day long tomorrow and Sunday, with everything
from African drumming to full-tilt
rock and roll. Featured acts include
Stereo Popsicle, Col. Bruce Hampton, and Kevn Kinney.
Two new stages have been added this year: one for children’s shows,
the other (at the Park Tavern) for
after-hours fun tonight and tomorrow evening. The Georgia Satellites and the Cooper Tisdale Band
headline the latter stage, which will
also serve as a backup venue in case
of rain. Roaming and spoken-word
artists will be on hand during the
weekend as well, and an Epiphone
guitar will be raffled off on Sunday
afternoon.
“The more, the merrier,” said
Entertainment Coordinator Caroline Aiken, explaining the motive
for expanding the lineup. “There
are too many good acts and not
enough slots, even with five stages.
We are blessed with an amazing
amount of great music in this city.”
In recent years, the Festival has
donated the bulk of its proceeds to
the Magic Garden, a program that

supports environmental education
in Atlanta’s public schools. However, according to Aiken, this year
marks a scaling back. “We’ve chosen schools that have been consistent in sending reports and keeping
us updated on what they’re doing
with the money. Maybe we can do
more with fewer schools.”
Camp Sunshine will be the other main beneficiary; this organization provides support and
recreational opportunities for children with cancer and their families.
Aiken commented on the start of
the new partnership: “We were looking for a charity that was widely
known, and this seemed to be more
of an immediate help…more of a
tangible charity that creates goodwill. It’s raising money for kids who
may be in their last summer, with a
last chance to go to camp.”
Ready to go? Save yourself the
hassle of driving and keep the city’s
air from getting any nastier. Take
MARTA (a shuttle will run between
the Arts Center station and the Festival tomorrow and Sunday) or walk
or bike there (10th Street to Piedmont Avenue, then take a left).
There’s grass waiting for you—yes,
it does still exist, and next week you
can play in it.
For more details on the Atlanta Dogwood Festival, visit http://
www.dogwood.org. To purchase tickets for the Midtown Tour of Homes,
call (404) 875-0342 or visit http://
www.midtownhometour.com.
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Judd is searching for ‘Someone’
By Sarah Graybeal
Pickin’ up the slack
MPAA Rating: PG-13
Starring: Ashley Judd, Greg
Kinnear, Hugh Jackman
Director: Tony Goldwyn
Studio: Fox 2000 Pictures
Running Time: 93 minutes
Rating: yyy
I walked into the theater for the
screening of Someone Like You not
really having any idea what it would
be about. I merely assumed (rightly
so, as it turned out) that having
Ashley Judd and Greg Kinnear as
the two big stars meant this was

some sort of chick-flick...and I seem
to have somehow earned a monopoly on reviewing films of that nature. However, when the opening
credits began to roll over a shot of
some Holstein cows quietly grazing
in a pasture, I began to wonder.
It turns out this is a film based
on the 1998 book Animal Husbandry
by Laura Zigman. Hearing the original title explains the cows, but still
leaves you wondering what the story really is.
Ashley Judd plays Jane Goodale
(Goodale, Goodall, gorillas...ah ha!),
a talent booker for a popular New
See Like You, page 27

By Miles Aronowitz / 20TH CENTURY FOX

Greg Kinnear waltzs into town and sweeps Ashley Judd clean off her
feet—then brings her world crashing down when he initiates their breakup.

“and there’ll be no rest for these tired eyes / i’m marking it down to learning” Hmm. Appropriate for these sleepless nights of senior design.
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Forum

from page 19

he gains their sympathy through all
of his conniving shenanigans. Sullivan is also especially enjoyable as
the high-strung Hysterium, maintaining a permanent state of perfect
constipation. Their antics make them
even funnier as they roll with this
lowbrow (but not childish) goofiness—funnier than, say, seeing elementary school kids doing it.
The alluring courtesans of Lycus enchant the audience when they
take the stage. One by one, they
take turns mesmerizing those that
watch with their provocative gyrations. It’s an interesting break in
the show, yet the switch back to the
breakneck pace of the comedy is
smooth—Gettys’s Lycus ends the
display with his overt tomfoolery.
In fact, everyone in the cast seems
to revel in the sheer, wild silliness of
what they’re doing. Sowemimo’s
Miles Gloriosus is grandiose and
full of himself, strutting around and

ENTERTAINMENT

booming at everyone. But he’s also
hysterical in the way he poses himself, and when he mingles his loud
sobs with sharp orders to his men. A
rather intimidating buffoon, here is
a guy who doesn’t know how stupid he is, being played by a guy who
knows exactly how stupid he is.
This is a great looking Forum.
The set is of grandiose proportions,
with three houses spanning the entire stage of the black box theatre.
With the band housed right above
Lycus’ abode onstage, the whole atmosphere is quite intimate, rounding off the great experience that is
this musical.
A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum opens tonight. It plays at 8:00 p.m. April 6,7,
11-14 in the DramaTech Theatre,
and April 19-21 in the Robert Ferst
Center for the Arts. Admission for
students is $4 at all shows. For reservations, call (404) 894-9600 for DramaTech performances and (404)
894-3481 for Ferst performances.

Like You

from page 27

York talk show. When new executive producer Ray Brown (Greg Kinner) appears on the scene, it’s
tongue-tied, mouth-gaping love at
first sight for Jane. Obviously, she
doesn’t mind one bit when Ray initiates intimacy and begins professing his undying love.
Their whirlwind romance proceeds at breakneck speed, and Jane
breaks her lease in order to move
with Ray into a gorgeous apartment
overlooking Central Park. Yet all of
a sudden, the dashing producer seems
to get cold feet. He avoids Jane’s
phone calls and dances around signing the lease for the new place, until
he finally asks Jane to dinner and
drops the bombshell—he wants to
break up. Even worse is that he soon
goes back to his old girlfriend.
In shock, Jane begins searching
for an explanation for Ray’s odd
behavior. She finds her comfort one
night while moping in bed and

watching an animal special on the
Discovery Channel. With a new
purpose in life—correlating human
male behavior with that of animals—
Jane is ready to change the world.
Ray, she decides, is simply a victim of her “Old Cow/New Cow”
theory. She is Old Cow; Ray’s instincts tell him that he has now been
there and done that with Jane, and
it’s time to move on to New Cow.
After sharing these theories with
friend Liz (Marisa Tomei), Jane is
given the opportunity to publish
her ideas anonymously in a men’s
magazine and quickly becomes the
most talked-about woman in the
country.
In the meantime, she has been
forced to move in with co-worker
Eddie (Hugh Jackman, last seen
sporting vicious sideburns as Wolverine in X-Men), who provides a
constant example of the stereotypical womanizing male and only adds
fuel to Jane’s fire.
As romantic comedies go, Someone Like You falls somewhere near

Woo. I can write movie reviews too. Two of them in one week, even! Where oh where were my writers?

the average mark. It lacks the memorable one-liners and general quirkiness that make a truly great film in
this genre, but the plot is satisfying
and the characters provide some
smiles and laughs.
The principal actors are solid,
even as they blind the audience with
their million-watt smiles. Ashley Judd
plays the slightly neurotic Jane with
a nice combination of charm and
wit, while Greg Kinnear demonstrates his prowess at playing the
handsome, debonair—and flaky—
boyfriend.
The real performances, however, are given by the supporting cast.
Jackman loses his Australian accent
and is fantastic (not to mention nice
to look at) as the male chauvanist
who turns out to have a heart after
all, while Tomei is perfectly cast as
Jane’s ever-supportive best friend.
In the end, Someone Like You
wraps together all the loose ends in
a pretty (and duly predictable) package, as Jane finds what she’s looking
for just under her nose.

SPORTS
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Tech tennis twins share more than their birthday
By Derek Haynes
Assistant Sports Editor

Sure, twins might share some
things. They might share a room
when they grow up, they might look
similar, they might have the same
taste in guys and they might sound
the same.
For one, I know that last one is
true. I’ve never had a harder time
trying to remember who belonged
to which voice in a tape-recorded
conversation. But these twins have
other things in common, some even
belong on a late-night television
show.
For instance, the same injury,
less than a year apart?
“I had surgery on my shoulder
last season and I asked the doctor if
it was hereditary,” said Mason Miller,
a junior on the 37th ranked Tech
tennis team and the older twin sister of teammate Lea Miller.
The doctor said no, but a girl
named Lea happened to redshirt
last season.
What was the injury?
A shoulder injury.
Which arm?
The right arm - the same arm as
Mason.
Or how about dreaming the same
dream, on the same day. They’ve
done that too.
This sounds like a case for Molder
and Scully.
Mason, a junior, went to Tech
out of high school while Lea went
to Wake Forest but transferred to
Tech this fall. Lea’s shoulder caused

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Twins Mason and Lea Miller share many things including a shoulder injury, dreams, SAT scores and a place
on the Tech tennis team. The girls have even played each other 22 times in competition, each winning 11.
her to redshirt the past season, putting her a year behind Mason.
Other than their tennis games,
which are about as different as The
Varsity and The Sundial, the twins
are eerily similar. While you can tell
they are twins, they don’t look exactly the same. But it’s not just based
on appearance.
“If you were to ask me 20 questions about Lea, I guarantee we’d
get the same answers. We also had
the same grades, even basically the
same SAT scores,” said Mason.

The twins have played each other 22 times in competition—I don’t
need to tell you how the wins and
losses divide up.
Tennis Coach Bryan Shelton has
experienced their strong similarities first hand. He’s called them the
wrong names before, but the twins
say he rarely does it. In fact, the only
time they could recall Shelton calling one of them by the wrong name
was the first time Lea came on campus.
Shelton, who was ranked as high

as 55th in the ATP singles rankings
during his playing career, says the
differences are very apparent between
the two on the court.
“Mason’s strength lies in her forehand, Lea’s strength is as a baseline
player,” said Shelton.
Their complementing styles
worked well during their junior careers. The doubles tandem of Miller and Miller was ranked as high as
7th nationally before they entered
college. However, Shelton is reluctant to reunite the twins.

The cream cheese was frozen. Mass hysteria ensued.

“There could be some fireworks
going on that court,” said Shelton.
“I did try it in the fall a little bit but
realized it may not be best right
now.”
At Tech, Lea has had some problems adjusting. She is 7-9 overall
and only 3-6 in dual play.
“There are some technical parts
of Lea’s game that we are working
on,” said Shelton.
Lea says the academic rigor at Wake
was just as difficult as her load at
Tech, but finding time to get acclimated to Tech is hard because of
the demands of an athlete’s schedule. Lea also made another important observation.
“This school is a lot different
socially,” said Lea.
Yes, Tech is not exactly a social
hive of activity.
Mason is faring better in her junior
campaign. She is hovering right above
the .500 mark in both individual
and doubles play. She’s 11-10 in
singles and 9-8 in doubles.
While both of their numbers
aren’t pro-caliber, they don’t mind.
“We both love traveling, I think
we’ll both end up working together,” said Mason.
“Our ultimate fantasy would be
to open our own fashion industry,”
added Lea.
The twins are combining their
two favorite things by traveling to
London and working in one of the
fashion capitols of the world this
summer.
Luckily, they don’t have to worry about switching their passports.
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Baseball

from page 36

cleared the shorter Chandler fences, is confident Tech’s struggles
against ranked teams won’t be a
factor as the season progresses.
“Baseball is a game where you
aren’t going to be at the top of your
game everyday, the talent is there,”
said Murton.
Last weekend at Virginia, the
Jackets took 2 of 3 from No. 6 Virginia. Tech got strong pitching in
all three games, winning 10-4 on
Friday and 10-3 Sunday.
Friday the No. 3 Jackets head to
No. 5 Duke for a three-game stint.

SPORTS

Bats

from page 34

test a third bat.
“My question is, ‘Look, if the
first two failed, wouldn’t it be reasonable to keep on testing the same
bats and find out if others (of the
same model) failed too?’”
Van Horn said he has noticed
the differences in safety as well as
lower offensive outputs and thinks
the changes are adequate.
“By them decreasing the exit
speed, it’s made it a lot easier for
pitchers to at least knock balls down,”
he said.
Wood bats, with exit speeds 10

to 12 mph slower than aluminum,
would make the game even safer.
But Van Horn thinks the change
would hurt college baseball’s excitement.
“If we went to wood bats, it would
take away from the popularity of
the college game,” he said. “I think
people like the offense. If we had a
bunch of 2-1 games, it might hurt
the crowd and enthusiasm.”
Childress said switching completely to wood bats or metal bats
that have the same output as wood
bats would be OK with him.
But money is the main obstacle
from allowing such drastic changes, he said.

“I think it’s a great idea, but I
don’t ever think it’s going happen
strictly because of the budget limitations on college baseball,” Childress said. “Teams can’t afford to
buy a dozen bats for every hitter.”
Thurston believes that money is
such a concern to the NCAA that it
doesn’t care about the safety of its
athletes.
He said the NCAA sold out to
bat companies to avoid possible lawsuits from breaking the contracts
the schools have.
“The reason you don’t hear your
high profile coaches complain about
the bats is a lot of them are making a
lot of money,” Thurston said, “some

“Aha! A double negative!” “You mean you have photographs?!”

of them up to $85,000 per year plus
free bats to exclusively use their bats.”
Van Horn said NU has a bat
contract with Easton to solely use
its bats. He wouldn’t comment on
the specifics of the contract other
than to say NU receives free bats,
and the reason some schools are
paid is because of competition among
the bat companies.
The NCAA does not plan to make
any changes in bats or balls in the
near future, as the NCAA Baseball
Rules Committee has opted to stand
pat until at least the 2002 season.
“The work that we’ve done in
last three years has been somewhat
helpful,” Thurston said.

SPORTS
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Ultimate clubs take Terminus II tourney
By Andrew Santelli
Are you allergic to jelly?
This past weekend, members of
the Tech men’s and women’s club
ultimate frisbee teams joined forces
for the co-ed division of Terminus
II, held on the polo fields in Alpharetta, and had great success. Saturday, the first day of the tournament,
found inclement weather that lowered the number of games that day.
Nevertheless, the team went 2-1,
losing by only one point in its defeat.
Sunday found the Tech team
with even greater success. Their first
game was a victory, which gave them
a number-one seed in their pool
and number-two in the tournament

heading into the elimination rounds.
In those rounds, Tech won their
quarter-final and semi-final matches, and found themselves pitted in
the final against “30-Something,” a
coed ultimate club from Atlanta,
and the match was a marathon by
ultimate standards. The wind made
the match grueling, and the teams
swapped downwind points the whole
time. The match lasted over two
and a half hours, testing the strength
and endurance of every player involved. One upwind goal was scored
by “30-Something,” which Tech
eventually matched and ended up
winning the game 17-16. The number of points scored in that game by
Georgia Tech was higher than the
points scored against them in the

six previous games combined. When
asked how they achieved their success, team member Brady Solheim
said, “In any co-ed tournament, the
factor that determines the eventual
champion is the team with the strongest women. Our women were the
reason we won this tournament.”
Once it was all said and done,
the Tech team was praised for their
spirit and heart. In ultimate frisbee,
tournament champions are not honored with plaques or trophies, but
with commemorative frisbee discs
to mark their win.
After a string of impressive wins
and heartfelt play in the championship, those discs have definitely been
earned by Georgia Tech’s ultimate
frisbee gladiators.

Cut n’ paste n’ paste n’ cut.

By Amy E. Vinson / Special to the ’Nique

The co-rec ultimate frisbee team that represented Tech in the Terminus II
division of last weekend’s tournament shows off their new “trophies.”
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Tech tennis takes two ACC wins on road
By Matthew Bryan
Sports Editor

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Sophomore Romain Coirault scored three wins last weekend playing in
Tech’s No. 1 spot. The wins bring Coirault to 19-14 for the season.

No. 23 Tech (14-4, 4-1 ACC)
tennis grabbed their second straight
ACC road win against Maryland in
a 7-0 shutout Sunday. The win followed a 5-2 Saturday victory over
Virginia.
In their contest against the Terps
the Jackets took all nine matches,
sweeping Maryland (4-9, 0-6 ACC)
in singles and doubles. At the number one spot Romain Coirault defeated Maryland’s Chris Chiu in
straight sets (7-5, 7-5).
His performance was echoed in
the number two and three spots
where Stephen Moros defeated
Jonathan Neeter (6-0, 6-2) and Alex
Navinkov defeated Luan Nguyen
(7-6, 6-2).
Jacket Joao Menano needed three
sets to defeat his opponent Jonathan
Murchison in the number four spot

(3-6, 7-6, 6-3) along with Sergio
Aguirre who defeated Larry Chou
(6-0, 2-6, 6-2) in the five spot. Jason Jeong rounded out the singles
performance with his 6-1, 6-0 victory over Dan Kenshalo in the number six position.
Doubles pair Roger Anderson
and David Wright defeated Maryland’s Neeter and Chou (8-1) along
with Coirault and Menano who
defeated Murchison and Nguyen
(8-3). And in the last doubles spot
Aguirre and Moros defeated Kenshalo and Chiu (8-4).
Tech’s Maryland victory came a
little easier than their Saturday win
over Virginia. Jackets Coirault and
Anderson gave up the only to points
in the number one and two spots to
Cavaliers Brian Vahaly (6-2, 6-0)
and Huntley Montgomery (6-4, 64).
The Jackets resume play against
FSU in Tallahassee Friday.

cloudy weather is no good for a braves game

Spring

from page 36

Coach commented about the battle
for that second string spot: “I see
Andy Hall continuing to get better
and showing more poise; that’s what
he didn’t have last year. He’s come
a long way last since year. Mark is
where Andy was last year at this
stage. Mark has the ability to make
plays, but he’s still trying to see the
whole picture.” While Mark Logan
produced some productive scrambles, which resulted in large gains,
at times it seemed like he was looking for the run before the pass. This
should change as he matures into
more of a college player.
“We’ve still got to work on the
run game and on stopping the run
and we’ve got to establish the timing in the passing game, which is
usually the last thing to come
around,” however overall “I thought
it was a good day,” O’Leary stated.
And hopefully there will be many
good days ahead for Tech fans.
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Coaches still at odds over bat changes in college game
By Vince Kuppig
Daily Nebraskan
(U-WIRE) U. Nebraska—Southern California outlasts Arizona State
21-14 in a four-hour thriller. No,
that’s not a headline from a Pac-10
football game.
Games similar to that 35-run
marathon in the championship game
of the 1998 College World Series,
in which 32 offensive records were
broken, were not rare that season.
Thanks to new rules and restrictions, times have changed since the
1998 season, which capped a decade of offensive growth. The changes
have allowed the return of scores
typical of baseball, not football scoreboards.
“It used to be (low scoring games)
on Friday and then ‘let’s see who
can outscore who on Saturday and
Sunday,’” Nebraska pitching coach
Rob Childress said. “Now, pitching is a little more dominant in college baseball. You don’t see the seven-,
eight- and nine-hole hitters hitting
10-plus home runs every year like
you did three years ago.”
While college baseball now sees
lower scores, is it safer with its new
bat regulations?
Last June, at the NCAA Regionals, All-American Shane Komine,
Nebraska’s No. 1 pitcher, suffered
a broken jaw compliments of a line
drive up the middle. One day later,
a Butler pitcher’s jaw was broken in
the same way.
“I really didn’t have time to react to the ball,” said Komine, who
maintains that he feels safe on the
mound despite the incident.
“I’ve pitched 13 years of my life

without having anything like that
happen to me,” he said. “And for it
to happen this one time, I’m not
going to let it affect the way that I go
out there and play everyday.”
Said NU Coach Dave Van Horn:
“Anytime you play sports, there’s
always a chance you’re going to get
hurt. I think baseball is one of the
safest sports there is. Naturally, when
you’re swinging the bat and hitting
the ball, there’s a chance you’re going to get hit on the body somewhere.”
Other figures in college baseball

“I thought the bat we
were using three
years ago was a little
too lively.”
Dave Van Horn
Nebraska Head Coach

disagree.
Bill Thurston, baseball coach at
Amherst College and a former member of the NCAA Baseball Rules
Committee, walked out of a Rules
Committee meeting last July and in
effect resigned after serving 15 years
as its editor. Thurston said he didn’t
think the NCAA was doing enough
to make college baseball safe.
“I didn’t want to be a part of
what was going on with the NCAA
and its change of concern about the
safety issue to less concern,” Thurston said.
The history of aluminum bats in

college baseball dates back to their
debut in 1974.
The game didn’t change much
from when aluminum was first introduced until the 1980s, said Thurston, who is in his 36th year as
Amherst’s coach.
“Then in the mid-80s it started
escalating. In the mid-90s, you had
a tremendous jump in the offense
performance,” he said.
The 6.07 runs per game in the
1990 would jump more than a run
by 1998 - a year that saw a .306
batting average, 7.12 runs per game,
1.06 home runs per game and a
6.12 earned-run average all surpass
previous highs in college baseball
history, mostly set the year before.
Starting in 1999, the NCAA
implemented a two-pronged test for
college baseball bats. The maximum
weight-length difference was changed
from five to three (a 34-inch bat
could not weigh less than 31 ounces) and the maximum diameter of
the barrel was shrunk from 2 3/4
inches to 2 5/8 inches.
A batted ball exit speed of no
more than 97 mph as tested in the
lab became the third prong for the
2000 season.
“I thought the bat we were using
three years ago was a little too lively,” Van Horn said. “The barrels
were very big. They needed to cut
them down a bit. I think they did a
good job. I really like the way the
bats are right now. I think it’s good
for the game.”
Along with the third prong, the
NCAA also switched its official ball
from Wilson to Rawlings with many
conferences to follow. It was a change
that Thurston said he believes had

the greatest effect on lowering offensive production for the 2000 season.
After studying conferences that
switched to the deader Rawlings,
Thurston said all saw significant
decreases in averages compared to
conferences that maintained the status quo Wilson or Diamond balls.
Whatever the cause, the effect
has been evident in college baseball.
The overall Division I batting
average dropped from .306 in 1998
to .297 last season, but more signif-

“By them decreasing
the exit speed, it’s
made it a lot easier
for pitchers to at least
knock balls down.”
Dave Van Horn
Nebraska Head Coach

icantly, scoring averages have declined from 7.12 to 6.53 runs per
game while home runs went from
1.06 to .80 per game.
The Big 12 alone, which now
uses Rawlings balls, saw extensive
decreases in offensive production.
Since 1998, the home run averages
have nearly been cut in half, from
1.37 to .73 last season.
“Back when it was minus-five
and 2 3/4 inch diameter, it was just
out of control,” Childress said. “Bad
hitters were getting jammed and
balls were going out of the park.
When the good hitters got jammed,

Don’t you know you’ve got to shock the monkey?

they still went a long way.”
Childress said pitchers can now
pitch on the inside corner without
fear of having each pitch there taken out of the yard.
The changes, which Van Horn
said have been welcomed by most
coaches, have also brought strategy
back into the offensive game, he
said.
Executing hit and runs and bunts
are now a vital part of the game,
Van Horn said, which blends perfectly with NU’s scrappy, run-manufacturing style of play.
Said Childress: “With our type
of team, we really try to focus on
speed, defense and pitching. I really
don’t think our team would be affected if we went to wood bats because our focus is on speed
offensively.”
While the statistics speak for the
decrease in offensive production,
it’s unclear whether increased safety, often mentioned as a main reason for the bat changes, has been
achieved as well.
Serious injuries, Thurston said,
are hard to quantify because they go
unreported or are settled out of court.
Thurston, who said he has noticed some differences in offense
and thinks college baseball is slightly safer, said the NCAA did not
follow its exit speed of 97 mph adopted for the 2000 season.
For a bat model to fail the test,
three bats of the same model had to
have exit speeds more than 97 mph,
according to Thurston. Six of seven
models tested would have failed,
Thurston said, but the NCAA didn’t
See Bats, page 32
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Tech tennis twins

Spotlight on Ultimate

Meet tennis players Mason and Lea Miller
and learn more about what these tennisplaying twins have in common. Page 31

Tech’s Ultimate Frisbee club team is this
week’s club sport spotlight. Learn why they
all have new frisbees. Page 33

Baseball tops State, takes two from Cavs
By Derek Haynes
Assistant Sports Editor
Someone driving by Russ Chandler Wednesday evening might have
thought Tech’s baseball home was
converted into a football stadium
by the 23-4 score. However, nothing could be further from the truth.
The Jackets (24-7, 6-3 ACC)
dominated Georgia State (14-18)
in all facets of the game Saturday
thanks to a pair of homeruns from

freshman Matt Murton and four
solid innings of work from starter
Brian Sager (2-0).
The Jackets have now won 10 of
their last 12 games, including 5 of 6
in ACC play.
Murton, who went 3-4 with 8
RBIs in the game, blasted his third
and fourth homeruns of the season
in the win.
“I’ve been working on my swing
a little bit and got comfortable in
the box,” said Murton, “things just

took care of themselves.”
Sager, who has been nursing a
sore arm, was limited to 60 pitches
by manager Danny Hall but managed to strike out 6 and walked only
one.
“I’m pleased with what I saw in
him, he can be a big factor for us if
he can get his arm strength back
up,” said Hall.
Tech got to Panthers starter Jason Payne (0-1) early on, scoring 2
runs in the first and erupting for 11

in the third to take a 13-0 lead.
Tech added 5 more runs in both the
fifth and ninth innings. Both of
Murton’s homeruns came in the
11-run third inning.
Shortstop Richard Lewis went
4-6 in the game and scored four
runs to tie third basemen Victor
Menocal for the team lead with 41
runs.
The Panthers would get to Tech
reliever Aaron Walker in the eighth,
scoring 4 runs on 4 hits for their

only runs of the evening.
The teams combined to use 11
pitchers in the non-conference game,
Tech using 6 and the Panthers 5.
After Sager, five Tech pitchers each
pitched one inning highlighted by
closer Jeff Watchko who struck out
the side in the ninth to lower his
ERA to 1.50.
Murton, who blasted two balls
at Virginia that would have easily
See Baseball, page 32

Lady Jackets split doubleheaders with Southern and FSU
By Jody Shaw
Managing Editor

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Pitcher Tiffany Goodman picked up the loss in the first game of Tech’s doubleheader
with Florida State. Goodman has compiled a 7-6 record and a 0.82 ERA.

After a week of home contests that included games with
both Florida State and Georgia
Southern, the Lady Jackets finished even-steven.
The Tech softball team split
a doubleheader to open its ACC
season last weekend against16thranked Florida State; the Lady
Jackets lost their morning game,
but they bounced back in the
afternoon to earn the split with
the Seminoles.
Freshman pitcher Erin Voeltz,
who started the second game of
the FSU doubleheader, picked
up the victory after pitching a
complete game. For that effort,
and her wins earlier in the week
against Harvard, Voeltz was
named ACC Softball Pitcher of
the Week. She finished her awardwinning week with an ERA of
under 0.40 and 14 strikeouts.
In the FSU doubleheader, the
Seminoles struck first in the third
inning of the early game to take
a 3-0 lead. Those runs were all
the Seminoles needed, as their

starter Leslie Malerich held Tech
scoreless throughout the rest of
the game and in the win to up
her record to 12-2 with a final
score of 7-0.
The second game differed
markedly from the first; it was a
classic pitching duel between
Voeltz and FSU’s Jen WhiteStokes. The Seminoles scored a
run in the first inning, holding
Tech scoreless until the sixth
when they evened the score. Both
teams had chances to score in
the seventh inning, but left the
score tied at the end of regulation.
The Lady Jackets broke the
stalemate, however, in the eighth
when Tara Knudsen connected
on the first pitch she received
from FSU reliever Jessica van
der Linden and sent it over the
fence in left field for her second
homer of the year and a 2-1 Jackets victory.
On Wednesday the Lady Jackets faced in-state opponent Georgia Southern at Glenn Field. Like
the FSU doubleheader, they
dropped the first game to the
Eagles, but rallied in the extra

innings of the second game to
split the series.
In the first game the Jackets
fell behind in the third inning
after a timely hit by GSU’s Stacie Cooper scored two runs. Tech
scored in the fifth and closed
within one run, but the team
ultimately lost 4-2.
Again, like FSU, the second
half of this pair also proved to be
a pitcher’s duel involving Voeltz.
This time her opponent was the
Eagles’ Aimee Littlejohn. After
remaining scoreless for nine innings, the Eagles struck in the
top half of the second extra frame.
The Jackets answered in the
bottom, however, with an RBI
single by Erin Glantz, tying the
game. Glantz eventually scored
the winning run on a wild pitch
to give the Lady Jackets the victory.
The win represented Voeltz’s
fourth straight victory and upped
her record to 11-8 on the year.
The Yellow Jackets will play
again on Wednesday when they
travel to Athens to take on the
Georgia Bulldogs in a doubleheader.

Spring scrimmage highlights new QBs, strong defense
By Derick Stanger
It was a bright, rainy morning
On an overcast, wet Saturday
morning the only rays of sunlight
came from the fans dreams of next
season. While still several months
away from the opening game with
Syracuse on August 26, the Jackets
already show promise for new year.
During Saturday’s scrimmage
Tech’s defense seemed to outshine
the offense, something expected at
this early stage of the spring. “Both
sides had their turn, but the defense
probably had the edge—and they
should have the edge this time of
year,” said coach George O’Leary.
However, O’Leary suggested that
the defense “maybe should have made
more (plays).”
In the coming weeks both the
offense and the defense along with
the coaches will be able to look back
at the tapes made of the scrimmage
to analyze what was done right and
wrong on both sides of the ball and
determine what should be emphasized and what needs to be corrected.
At times the defense played perfectly. On two consecutive plays
field goal attempts were blocked by
a charging front line. Several times
they also managed to cause losses of

yardage. It’s possible that their performance would have been even more
impressive if they were allowed to
play at a hundred percent. Because
this was only a practice, to avoid
injuries the quarterbacks were labeled as hands-off. Therfore, on
many occasions, rushing defensive
linemen had to let up and simply
tag the QB instead of delivering
their disastrous blows.

“I thought it was a
good day.”
George O’Leary
Head Football Coach

On a couple of these instances
when the ball would normally be
knocked from the QB’s clutches or
he would be tackled for a sack, the
pass was completed successfully.
However, this will all change as the
faces across the line of scrimmage
change from that of Godsey, Hall
or Logan to the unfortunate opponents that will have to endure the
Jackets’ sting.
The reason why the defense is
usually more prepared at this time

of the preseason is because the offensive playbook is usually more
complicated. The connections between players must also be formed
more so than that between their
defensive counterparts. During the
offensive battle timing and routes
must be exact. An unspoken connection must be developed between
the wide outs and the quarterback
so deep that they must know what
the other is thinking. For instance
both wide out and quarterback must
notice the defense being played
against them and make the same
decision about whether or not the
receiver should break off his route.
What made this more difficult
was the fact that some of the key
parts of these connections were missing during the scrimmage. Among
those absent were tailback Joe Burns
and quarterback George Godsey.
Replacing Burns was redshirt freshman Jimmy Dixon and returning
Junior Sidney Ford who combined
for 177 yards. Replacing Godsey
during the scrimmage was a trio of
redshirt freshman Mark Logan, returning sophomore Andy Hall, and
a transfer from the University of
Tennessee A.J. Suggs.
Of the three A.J. Suggs was most
dominant, showing impressive pocket presence, along with a strong arm

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Last year’s defense stands in a huddle during the Wake Forest game.
During Saturday’s scrimmage it was the defense the looked the strongest.
and good aim. During a scramble,
instead of taking a sack or throwing
an interception, he kept his composure and threw the ball out of bounds.
Unfortunately due to NCAA regulations, since Suggs is a transfer player
he will not be eligible to play until
the 2002 season. So it remains a
fight between Logan and Hall for

the backup position to Godsey for
next season.
During their turns on the field
they both played well yet not spectacular. O’Leary said, “They both
made some good throws and some
checks, which I was happy to see.”
See Spring, page 34

